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ABSTRACT
Ships develop fatigue cracks which, if left un-repaired, can grow and eventually cause
failure. There are significant financial advantages for ship operators if repairs can be
deferred until convenient times instead of being repaired as soon as they are discovered,
but this depends on an ability to predict the growth of the cracks accurately. It is shown
that predictions based on standard rules are overly conservative for the long, throughthickness cracks typical of cracks in ships; this is investigated by analysis of short and
surface cracks. The transition from short to long crack is modelled.
The key parameter is the stress intensity factor, K, which is largely dependent on the
local geometry. Finite element analysis is used to predict K for a series of common
crack configurations in naval ships, both generic and specific. Comparison is made with
standard analytical solutions and test results; very good accuracy is obtained. The
results are expressed in a form which would be useful as guidance for ship operators.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION: CRACKS IN SHIPS
Ships have been subject to cracking since the advent of welded steel construction. Soon
after the development of such ships, it was noticed that they would occasionally break
in two and be lost at sea. The problem came to prominence in the Second World War
when the Liberty ships produced in America suffered a series of catastrophic failures in
cold waters of the North Atlantic. (This is now known to be partially due to the use of
continuously welded hulls rather than the riveted constructions which were previously
commonplace.) Much of the early work on fracture mechanics was driven by the need
to explain cracking in ships.
Today, the science is much better understood but ships continue to experience cracking
and, occasionally, to fail. A recent example was the Flare, a bulk carrier which failed in
the Cabot Strait in 1998 due to brittle fracture. This has led to reluctance on the part of
ship operators to tolerate any known cracks, even if they could be shown by engineering
analysis to be in no way dangerous. This can lead to unnecessary expense and down
time.
1.1

Reason for current work

The aim of the current work is to provide ships’ operators with guidance on the length
of time for which a crack can be left without repair. This decision must balance the
operational benefits of delaying a repair against the increased risk of failure. A crucial
component in this decision is how quickly the crack extends with time at sea. This can
be deduced from a knowledge of the stress intensity factor as a function of crack length.
1.2

Problem description

Ships are large, complex welded structures. It is impractical to inspect the structure in
detail on a routine basis. Locations known to be prone to cracking can be surveyed very
accurately using ultrasonic or other non-destructive inspection (NDE) techniques, but
cracks are most usually detected visually or by finding leakage. By the time they are
detected (outside of a detailed survey) they are typically right through the plate
thickness and around 100 mm in length [1].
The in-service stress levels in ships are such that critical crack sizes for failure are
generally greater than 500 mm [2], assuming a reasonably tough steel (this assumption
may not be valid for grade A steel at low temperature); therefore, the issue of interest is
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the time taken for a fatigue crack to propagate from 100 mm to 500 mm long. This will
determine the “life” of the crack (the time-frame after the crack is detected in which a
repair could be scheduled safely). If the life is very long, it may be feasible to defer a
repair until the next scheduled maintenance period or refit. If it is short, the ship must be
taken out of service for an unplanned repair. This is typically much more expensive,
both because of the “work in way” (additional work such as stripping out of
compartments) which is required for a repair outside of a refit period, and because the
services of the vessel are lost. In the worst case, if the crack would be expected to grow
beyond the safe length during the current voyage then that voyage would need to be
aborted.
For a naval ship, typical plating thicknesses lie between 10 and 20 mm. For large
commercial vessels this may be larger – greater than 30mm is typical. This thesis will
primarily address the more onerous case of a naval vessel.

2

CHAPTER 2 – CALCULATING STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
USING FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
2.1

Background theory of crack growth

2.1.1 The crack tip stress intensity factor
The safety assessment of cracks requires a prediction of the future rate of fatigue crack
growth. The fatigue crack growth rate is governed by the severity of crack tip loading
which can be characterised by the elastic stress intensity factor, K. K is a function of the
elastic stress in the body, s, the characteristic crack length, a, and the local geometry, Y:
Equation (2-1)

K = Ys pa

where Y is a factor representing the relationship between the stress intensity of the crack
geometry under consideration and that for a crack in the centre of an infinitely large
plate.
Once the stress intensity factor is known the fatigue crack growth rate can be predicted
through the empirically derived Paris law [3]:
da
= CDK n
dN

Equation (2-2)

where DK is the change in K during each fatigue cycle, da/dN is the increase in crack
length per cycle, and C and n are experimentally derived constants. The constant n is
typically in the region of 3, which means that the fatigue crack growth rate is highly
sensitive to the value of K. Therefore, reliable predictions depend on the ability to
determine K accurately.
K is specific to a particular stress state and crack length (Equation (2-1)). A more
widely useful engineering solution is obtained by expressing the stress intensity as the
non-dimensional geometry factor, Y. Y is specific to a particular crack geometry but is
independent of the load level and, in some cases, of crack length.
In this thesis, two different expressions for Y are used: Y1 and Y2.
Y1 is the form used in [4] to relate K to the load, P, applied to a specimen with uniform
thickness, B, and width, W. For a centre cracked plate Y1 is a function of 2a/W, where
2a is the total crack length:
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Y1 =

KBW 0.5
P

Equation (2-3)

Y2 is a form used for a centre cracked strip under remote uniform stress, s, with Y2
again being a function of 2a/W. This form is of interest since Y2 tends to 1 as 2a/W
tends to zero (through thickness crack in a large structure under remote tension stress).
Y2 can be expressed by rearranging Equation (2-1):

Y2 =

K

Equation (2-4)

s pa

For a centre cracked plate, s is given by P/(BW), so that combining Equation (2-3) and
Equation (2-4) leads to the relationship:
é pa ù
Y1 = Y2 ê ú
ëW û

0.5

Equation (2-5)

A polynomial to represent Y1 as a function of a/W is given in [4]:
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Equation (2-6)

Reference is made to Y1 in this thesis because of the value in making reference to
Equation (2-6) for centre-cracked plate geometry. However, Y2 is the commonly
understood definition of the geometry factor and is more useful for other geometries. In
accordance with common usage in the technical literature, Y (without subscript) will be
used hereafter to denote Y2 unless the subscript is needed to avoid ambiguity.
2.1.2 Determination of K
The first analysis of the stress-field around a crack was published by Inglis in 1913 [5]
for an ellipse in the centre of a flat plate. His solution was obtained by mathematical
analysis and is extremely complex. More useful analytical solutions for K are available
in textbooks (e.g. [6]) for a number of standard configurations. These are very useful
when they are available; however, if the actual geometry of a ship detail does not
correspond to the geometry which was analysed then the solution will be at best an
approximation and, at worst, completely misleading.
It is also possible to characterise the stress intensity for a detail experimentally using
fatigue crack growth tests. The disadvantage for this method is that fatigue testing is
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expensive and, again, if the geometry in which the crack exists has not been tested in
advance then a solution is not readily available. Therefore, it is more common to use
tests as a means of validating other analytical methods than for obtaining
comprehensive solutions.
The third method of obtaining K is by a numerical solution, usually implemented on a
computer. The most common of these methods is finite element analysis (FEA). It is
quicker and cheaper to build a finite element model of a detail than either to perform
mathematical analysis or to carry out a test programme. This is the method used in this
thesis to characterise ship details.
2.2

Calculating K using finite element analysis

2.2.1 Background to the finite element method
Finite element analysis is based on the simple concept of dividing a large, complicated
structure into small and easily analysed segments, or elements. These will usually be
simple shapes, such as rectangular shells, triangles or cubes, although commercial
programs have hundreds of different types for specialised situations. All that matters is
that the deformation (or internal strain) of the element when forces are applied to it can
be clearly defined. This may be exact or approximate, depending on the generality of
the problem. For example, a simple cantilevered beam might be constructed using beam
elements, each of which obeys the standard engineers’ theory of bending. On the other
hand, if the beam might also be twisted, pulled or compressed – or a combination of
these – it will not be clear what behaviour would be expected. In that event more
general elements, perhaps giving linear strain in proportion to applied forces, would be
appropriate. A larger number of elements would then be required to give the necessary
flexibility to the structure and compensate for the less accurate behaviour of each
individual element.
The points where elements join are called nodes. The simplest one-dimensional beam
elements have a node at each end; for a two- or three-dimensional structure, elements
will have nodes at each corner and perhaps also along the sides. In general, a greater
number of nodes increases the capacity to handle complicated behaviour accurately.
Finite element analysis consists essentially of writing simultaneous equations for each
node which describe the displacement at that node as a result of the surrounding
elements. These equations are then solved to obtain the individual displacements, and
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hence the forces produced, at each node. For structures of any complexity, the equations
will be arranged into matrix form before solution. A large structure could have a matrix
containing many thousands of terms; such a solution is only possible with the aid of a
computer. The required computing power increases with the complexity of the model.
2.2.2 Stress intensity factor from crack-tip stress
It might appear that the simplest solution is to calculate the stress intensity factor
directly from the elevation of the stress in the material around the crack tip.
Unfortunately, this is not practical. The singularity at the crack tip means that the
elevated stresses cannot be determined accurately enough to enable K to be calculated –
theoretically they are infinite for a sharp crack. Therefore, less direct methods must be
used.
2.2.3 Stress intensity factor from displacements
It is possible to calculate K from the displacements of the nodes along the edge of the
crack. Generally, the two nodes nearest to the crack tip will give the most accurate
answer. K is linked to the displacement of the crack faces near the crack tip by Equation
(2-7):

K=

VE æ p ö
ç ÷
2 è 2r ø

Equation (2-7)

Where V is the displacement of the crack face nodes from the crack centreline, E is the
material modulus of elasticity and r is the distance from the crack tip to the reference
node on the crack face (Figure 2-1).
This method was tested for the reference case of a centre-cracked plate (see section
2.3.2). It was found that the shape of the crack can be represented most accurately by
the use of “quarter-point” elements at the crack tip. This is a standard technique which
effectively represents the mathematical singularity in the stress field which exists at the
crack tip in a linear elastic analysis. The mesh should be constructed from 8-noded
plane elements (or 20-noded bricks in a three-dimensional mesh) which have a
quadratic displacement function. The mid-side nodes on the two elements nearest the
crack tip (at each end of the crack) are then moved from the centre of the element edge
to a position one-quarter of the way along it from the crack tip node.
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Distance from
crack tip, r

Crack face displacement,
V

Figure 2-1: Shape of open crack and the quantities used to calculate K from the crack face
displacement

Equation (2-7) is a valid method of calculating K. However, it is labour intensive to
obtain the displacements and process the results manually. It is possible to automate the
process; however, it will be shown below (Table 2-2) that the results are less accurate
than the preferred method, described in the next section.
2.2.4 Stress intensity factor using the J integral
Another approach to determine K is to calculate the J contour integral around the crack
tip node (or nodes). J is a path-independent line integral which represents the elastic
energy release rate. This can readily calculated using the commercial finite element
package ABAQUS. The procedure, and the associated theory, is set out in the ABAQUS
manual [7].
The J contour integral is linked to K through the relationship:
Equation (2-8)

K = JE *

E * = E for plane stress
E
E =
for plane strain
1-u 2
*

where E is Young’s modulus and n is Poisson’s ratio.
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Equation (2-9)

The line integral approach is useful because J can be evaluated using stress, strain and
displacement parameters remote from the crack tip. This avoids the problem of trying to
determine these values at the crack tip where they vary rapidly. The normal procedure is
to take an average value of J from a number of contours and substitute into Equation
(2-8) to determine K. This procedure is shown in the next section to provide very good
accuracy for the centre-cracked tension geometry.
It was found that the most efficient approach was to calculate eight J integrals for each
crack-tip node at increasing distance from the crack tip. The results were inspected for
path dependency; the first two results were rejected and, if no significant path
dependency was observed, the mean of the next three stable values (Javerage) was used to
calculate the stress intensity factor K at that node.

K = J average × E *

Equation
(2-10)

If path dependency was observed in the first three contours, but stabilised later, contours
4-6 or 5-7 were used. If a stable result was not obtained within eight contours, it was
concluded that the methodology was unusable.
Equation (2-10) requires an assumption as to the stress state of the material (Equation
(2-9)). Where the stress was obtained from a 2-D model using elements with a plane
stress or plane strain formulation, the corresponding expression was used to evaluate E*
in Equation (2-9) and Equation (2-10). Unsurprisingly, this was found to give the most
accurate answer in benchmark problems. Where the stress was obtained from 3-D
elements, so that the model behaviour lay between the extreme cases of plane stress and
plane strain, the appropriate expression to evaluate E* was assumed from the physical
geometry. For the reference problems considered below, the plane strain interpretation
was found to give the most accurate answer.
The stress intensity factor calculated in this way was then expressed in non-dimensional
form as described above (Equation (2-3) or Equation (2-4) as appropriate). In the case
of bending, where the stress varies through the thickness of the plate, the surface stress
was used in Equation (2-4) to calculate the geometry factor at the surface of the plate.
2.3

Accuracy of various methods

The accuracy of K determined by FEA was assessed using a simple reference model of
a centre cracked rectangular flat plate loaded in tension, a case for which analytical
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solutions for Y are well established. Two models were used. The displacement and Jintegral methods were compared using a shell element model of a centre-cracked plate
(2.3.2). The achievable accuracy using solid and shell elements was compared using a
quarter-plate model (2.3.4) which is more computationally efficient provided that the
same level of accuracy is used. This enabled the validity of using that method of
modelling details to be assessed. The opportunity was also taken to establish appropriate
mesh densities for use in later, more detailed modelling.
2.3.1 Analytical solution
Results were compared with the solution published by TWI [4] which proposes
geometry factors for the centre-cracked geometry with a quoted accuracy of 0.1%.
2.3.2 Reference model for comparison of methods of obtaining K
The finite element model of the plate which was used to compare different methods of
calculating K is shown in Figure 2-2. The modelled plate is 2.4 m long by 0.8 m wide, a
ratio 2a/W of 0.44, with a thickness of 9.7 mm which is representative of ship plate.

Tensile load
producing 118 MPa
remote stress field

350 mm central
crack

Figure 2-2: Reference model of centre-cracked plate (shell elements)
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The model was constructed using 8-noded shell elements (ABAQUS element S8R5)
with a plane stress formulation and reduced integration. A tensile load, calculated to
produce a uniform stress of 118 MPa in the uncracked cross section, was applied to the
ends of the specimen. The mesh was refined until no significant change in K was
observed.
2.3.3 Accuracy: Calculation of K by contour integral method K by crack face
displacements
Results of the verification calculation on a centre cracked plate by the contour integral
approach are presented in Table 2-1. Good accuracy of the J-integral method is
demonstrated when compared to the analytical solution. This suggests that this mesh
density is suitable for later use in a ship model.
Element Length
at crack tip (m)

K (Finite element analysis)
MPa m0.5

0.032

99.6

0.025

99.2

K (Analytical)
MPa m0.5

Y ( Analytical)

99.3

1.134

Table 2-1: Analytical value of K, compared to that calculated by finite element analysis using
the J integral method; element sizes compare to a crack length of 0.352 m

The stress intensity factor was calculated from the contour integrals by assuming a state
of plane stress in the plate. (This assumption is appropriate because the S8R5 elements
are based on a plane stress formulation.)
Table 2-2 shows that the accuracy of the displacement method is improved by
introducing quarter-point elements at the crack tip. It is likely that further improvements
in accuracy could be obtained by further mesh refinement. The accuracy of the solution
produced by this method using a 25 mm element size (similar to that used in a ship
model) is about 5%. This is considered to be acceptable for most purposes.
Element length at crack tip
(m)

V
(m)

r
(m)

0.032

1.04E-04

1.60E-02

K (Finite element
analysis )
MPa m0.5
106.65

7.40E-05

8.00E-03

107.32

6.39E-05

6.25E-03

104.92

0.032
(with quarter-point nodes)
0.025
(with quarter-point nodes)

K (Analytical)
MPa m0.5

99.3

Table 2-2: Analytical value of K, compared to that calculated from displacements obtained by
finite element analysis; element sizes compare to a crack length of 0.350 m
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Comparing Table 2-1 and Table 2-2, it can be seen that the J integral method is
significantly more accurate for the mesh densities considered in this study. It is also less
laborious to implement because J is calculated automatically. Accordingly, the J integral
method was selected for use in this study.
2.3.4 Reference model for comparison of 2D and 3D accuracy
The relative accuracy of 2D and 3D modelling was established using a quarter-model of
a reference plate in order to reduce the computation time. The mesh for the 2D reference
model is shown in Figure 2-3; results from this model are compared below with those
obtained by Paton [8] from an equivalent 3D model using 20-noded brick elements.

Figure 2-3: Mesh, boundary conditions and loading for 2D reference model

2.3.5 Method of averaging K in 3D analysis
For the 3D analysis the stress intensity varies with position through the plate. The 15
mm cross section is divided into 10 equal slices represented by an element thickness of
1.5 mm in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip.
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Node

Stress intensity
MPaÖm

1

45.21

2

62.20

3

59.45

4

62.27

5

62.31

6

62.37

7

62.31

8

62.27

9

59.45

10

62.20

11

45.21

Through-thickness average:

58.66

Table 2-3: Stress intensity distribution across plate thickness for 3D analysis (200 mm crack)

Table 2-3 shows the variation through the plate thickness for a 200 mm long crack in
the reference model and in the specimen. This is presented graphically in Figure 2-4.
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Distance through thickness (mm)
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Figure 2-4: Stress intensity variation through thickness

The ‘correct’ method for averaging these data to recapture an equivalent 2D stress
intensity is debatable; but, as will be seen below, very good agreement with the 2D
finite element results was obtained by averaging the individual stress intensities at each
nodal plane including the surfaces.
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The trend of lower stress intensity at the surfaces of the plate is well known in the
fracture mechanics literature and is reflected in the parabolic shape adopted by through
thickness fatigue cracks (see Figure 2-4). There are other minor perturbations in the
through thickness distribution which may have a numerical origin.
2.3.6 Comparison with analytical solutions
The results for the 2D and 3D reference models are compared with the standard
analytical solutions for a centre-cracked rectangular plate [4] in Table 2-4 to Table 2-6.
Crack length 2a
100

K (2D finite element ) K (3D finite element )
MPaÖm
MPaÖm
39.9
40.1

K (standard)
MPaÖm
40.2

200

58.2

58.7

58.3

300

75.0

75.5

75.2

400

93.9

93.7

94.1

500

118.5

118.6

119.0

600

157.1

157.5

157.8

Table 2-4: Comparison between analytical K and finite element results
Crack length 2a

Y1 (2D finite element ) Y1 (3D finite element )

Y1 (standard)

100

0.446

0.448

0.447

200

0.651

0.656

0.651

300

0.839

0.844

0.840

400

1.050

1.048

1.051

500

1.325

1.326

1.329

600

1.756

1.764

1.763

Table 2-5: Comparison between analytical Y1 and finite element results
Crack length 2a

Y2 (2D finite element ) Y2 (3D finite element )

Y2 (standard)

100

1.007

1.012

1.014

200

1.038

1.047

1.040

300

1.093

1.100

1.095

400

1.185

1.182

1.187

500

1.337

1.338

1.343

600

1.618

1.625

1.625

Table 2-6: Comparison between analytical Y2 and finite element results

Agreement with the analytical results is within 1% in most cases. The same mesh
densities were used near the crack tip for the analysis of details in the following
sections. This gives a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of the results.
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2.4

Method for generic modelling of cracks

From this initial study the following conclusions were drawn:
·

The mesh around the crack should be reasonably fine but need not be
unduly onerous if the J-integral method is used; in the models above, at
least ten elements along the crack length was found to give excellent
accuracy;

·

It is known in the literature (and stated in [7]) that an over-refined mesh
may reduce accuracy of the J-integral solution;

·

‘Focussed meshes’ are widely used in the literature [9]; this technique,
in which the mesh at the crack tip becomes very fine and the elements
local to the crack tip are made from degenerate quadrilateral or brick
elements (Figure 2-5), generally with the mid-side node at the quarter
point, allows a less refined mesh to be used over the rest of the model.
However, as shown above, they are not necessary to obtain good
accuracy;

·

quarter-point elements are not necessary with the J-integral method but
give a considerable increase in accuracy if K is evaluated using the crack
face displacements.

Figure 2-5: Illustration of focussed mesh

2.5

Ship details

The modelling of ship details raises a number of specific issues for crack modelling.
Figure 2-6 shows a typical global finite element model of a ship (approximately onequarter of the ship length is modelled). This model was used to analyse the effect of a
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crack growing in the deck along the front of the superstructure. The analysis is
complicated by the intersection with the near-vertical bulkhead and by the nature of the
loading on the ship which causes the deck to bend out-of-plane. Such loading causes a
modelled crack to grow faster on one surface than the other, leading to a curved crack
front. Seo and Lee [10] showed that modelling this curve would give a more accurate
result; however, the size of the ship model requires it to be constructed entirely from 2D plane stress elements, and any analysis of through-thickness effects would require
solid sub-modelling. It should also be noted that, because of the size of the potential
crack, crack lengths of up to several metres will need to be analysed; this in turn implies
a large amount of re-meshing effort as the crack propagates across the structure.

Figure 2-6: Global finite element model of ship

Now consider Figure 2-7, which shows a close-up view of an internal detail in which a
crack might occur.

Figure 2-7: Typical ship detail in which a crack might occur
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The potential crack site is dominated by a large weld and is located at a change in
thickness; these complications mean that the direction which the crack path will take is
not intuitively obvious. Furthermore, the stresses in this detail will be determined by
loads from all of the surrounding structure; therefore, analysis of a detail such as this
would require to model a much larger amount of structure. In practice, it is frequently
necessary to use a model such as that shown in Figure 2-6 to provide the boundary
conditions for the detailed analysis.
In summary, therefore, cracks in ships are characterised by:
·

out-of-plane bending loads;

·

curved crack fronts;

·

long cracks;

·

uncertain crack paths;

·

complex load paths;

·

complicated local structure.

It is shown in chapter 3 that the first and second of these features require the use of solid
elements around the crack, rather than the 2-dimensional shell elements which were
used to construct the ship model shown in Figure 2-6. The analysis of ship details will
therefore require techniques which allow all of these features to be incorporated; in
particular, the determination of the crack path is a problem which must be solved on
order to construct accurate models to predict K for a given detail.
2.6

Zencrack

Zencrack [11] is a software tool which has been found to be particularly useful for
addressing such problems. It is a program which interfaces with a standard finite
element solver (in this case ABAQUS) to allow the direct simulation of fatigue crack
growth. The crack is extended by an iterative process with a new mesh being generated
automatically at each stage. The crack front is modelled by rings of elements with the
innermost ring containing collapsed elements to represent the crack tip singularity;
although, as shown above, this is not strictly necessary, it allows a coarser mesh to be
used without sacrifice of accuracy.
When a crack has a stress intensity factor which varies from point to point along its
surface it follows that the crack front will change its shape over the next growth
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increment. Ultimately, it might be expected that the crack will grow into an equilibrium,
self-similar, profile; but this might not occur if it is growing into a changing stress field
or approaching a free boundary.
The Zencrack approach allows the crack to grow through the plate by fatigue. The remeshing of a fixed region to accommodate crack growth is discussed in [12]. This
technique uses a mapping technique to replace standard elements in an uncracked mesh
with groups of brick elements, or a crack block, that contains a section of the crack
front. The advantage of using Zencrack is that it allows the shape and direction of the
crack path to be predicted automatically from the changing stress field with limited user
intervention. Additional flexibility is added to this approach by allowing:
·

shifting of the crack block boundaries;

·

relaxation of surrounding elements;

·

transfer of crack blocks from one location to another;

·

use of large crack blocks to increase the volume in which crack
growth may occur.

The above techniques are illustrated in Figure 5 of [13] as a side view of a 3D mesh.
The analysis starts with a regular uncracked mesh. A crack block is inserted using the
methodology of [12]. The extent of crack growth that can be accommodated in this
scheme will eventually be limited by element distortion. This can be overcome by
adjusting the boundaries to produce well conditioned elements within a crack block
region. There will then be some distortion outside of the crack block. This is resolved
by an algorithm which allows the crack to grow in size by shifting the boundary and
relaxing the surrounding region. Finally, the crack block is transferred to the next
element. The combination of these techniques allows the crack front to travel through a
mesh for most practical cases of interest.
The value of this approach is demonstrated in the next chapter, using the example of a
centre-cracked plate with a bending load.
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CHAPTER 3 – PLATES IN BENDING
3.1

Introduction / geometry analysed

3.1.1 Idealisation
It was explained in the previous chapter that the geometry of a deck crack in a ship can
be idealised as a long central crack in a flat plate, loaded both in tension and in bending.
Figure 3-1 shows an idealization of the configuration of interest. The real structure will
contain many further complexities, including involving out-of plane stiffening, but the
first stage is to address the difficulties raised by the analysis of this geometry.
P
M

2a
H

t

W

M
P

Figure 3-1: Centre cracked plate under combined tension and out-of-plane bending

This chapter discusses the following issues which are raised by the analysis of this
geometry using ABAQUS and Zencrack:
·

use of shell elements to determine the stress intensity factor;

·

path dependence of the J contour integral in shell elements;

·

non-uniformity of stress intensity factors for 3D solid elements
under out-of-plane bending;

·

prediction of fatigue crack growth under combined tension and outof-plane bending;

·

influence of crack profile and degree of bending.
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3.2

Relevant literature

3.2.1 Standard treatment of bending for fracture mechanics
The standard method of allowing for bending stress when making a crack assessment is
given in BS7608 [14]. This states that K should be calculated using Y for a centrecracked plate but taking s in Equation (2-1) as the maximum (membrane + bending)
stress. This has the merit of being simple to implement, but is intended primarily for
shallow surface cracks. At the conclusion of this chapter its suitability for assessing
long, through-thickness cracks will be reviewed.
3.2.2 Rooke and Cartwright
Rooke and Cartwright [15] give the following solution for a centre-cracked plate in pure
bending:

æ 1 + n ö 6M
K0 = ç
÷ 2 pa
è 3 +n ø t

Equation (3-1)

Where:
K0 : Stress intensity factor at the plate surface in an
infinite plate
M : Bending moment
t : Plate thickness
a : half crack length
n : Poisson’s ratio

The solution (KI) is then presented as:

æaö
K I = f ç ÷K 0
èbø

Equation (3-2)

where f is a correlation function derived by Wilson and Thompson [16] using finite
element analysis based on shell elements.
3.2.3 Boduroglu and Erdogan
An alternative, analytical solution has been proposed by Boduroglu and Erdogan [17].
This is stated to be derived using a sixth order transverse shear theory proposed by
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Reissner [18]). The stress intensity-like factor, k, is derived in a different form from
Equation (3-1) above:
k = YBE

6M
t2

a

Equation (3-3)

where YBE is a factor which is dependent on n, b/t and b/a (b is the plate half-width).
The solution in [17] is presented in terms of tabulated YBE values, which are defined for
plates with much higher width to thickness ratios than that used in this study; therefore,
an applicable result was obtained by projecting a curve through the listed values and
extrapolating appropriate results.
3.2.4 Tamate
A third solution has been proposed by Tamate [19]. This also claims to be derived using
transverse shear theory. The resolution of the curves presented in the source meant that
the result could only be obtained approximately. The discussions below do not make use
of this solution; however, it is of interest because of its similarity to the more detailed
results presented in [17].
3.2.5 Results from textbook solutions
Calculations were performed using each of these methods (Table 3-1) for the two crack
lengths considered previously, using the geometry shown in Figure 2-2 and a bending
moment of 3x103 Nm which produced a nominal stress of 100 MPa at the tension
surface. Note that the solution attributed to Tamate is calculated very approximately.
Table 3-2 presents the same data in non-dimensional form as Y (Equation (2-1)).
Crack length a
(m)
0.05

Rooke &
Cartwright
12.6

Tamate
(approx.)
30.0

Boduroglu &
Erdogan
27.6

0.18

26.8

56.0

48.6

Table 3-1: Stress intensity factors in MPa m0.5 for three textbook solutions
Crack length a
(m)
0.05

Rooke &
Cartwright
0.32

Tamate
(approx.)
0.70

Boduroglu &
Erdogan
0.65

0.18

0.36

0.75

0.70

Table 3-2: Non-dimensional Y factors for three textbook solutions
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3.2.6 Comparison of textbook solutions
It will be observed from Table 3-2 that, for the same problem, the non-dimensional
results calculated from the solution proposed in Boduroglu and Erdogan [17] are similar
to those from Tamate [19]; but both are approximately twice the result obtained from
Rooke and Cartwright [15].
It will be shown in section 3.5.2 (Table 3-8) that the results derived from shell models,
both thick and thin, appear to show good agreement with the solution from [15]; while
the result for the surface of a solid model – which might be expected to be the most
accurate – shows a reasonable agreement with [17].
Reference [17] states the assumption that opposing crack faces do not interfere, while
[15] appears to suggest the opposite. Reference [17] additionally considers the effects of
transverse shear (this is also true of [19]) and asserts that this is important to the
problem. It is not clear that [14] includes these effects. (For comparison, ABAQUS thin
shell elements do not represent the effects of transverse shear, but thick shell elements
do.)
This thesis does not attempt to judge the relative merits of these various solutions.
However, the solution derived from [17]. is the most recent. It also appears to be the
most comprehensive. This solution, therefore, would seem to be the most appropriate to
use for comparison with FE results presented later in this chapter.
3.3

2D finite element model

FE models were constructed for the centre cracked plate geometry of Figure 3-1. The
magnitude of the bending moment can be characterized in terms of the stress which it
generates at each surface of the plate. The width of the plate, W, was set at 800 mm; its
height, H, was three times its width; its thickness, t, was much less than W (15 mm);
and it contained a central crack of length 2a. Material properties are listed in appendix
A.
3.3.1 Loading and boundary conditions
Boundary conditions for the model were chosen to simulate a far-field stress producing
pure bending in the specimen. This was represented by constraining one end of the plate
in all translational degrees of freedom, with the other end allowed to translate only in
the longitudinal direction (the model y-axis). This configuration is shown in Figure 3-2.
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z

y

Figure 3-2: Schematic of boundary conditions applied to produce pure bending

A quarter-plate model was also used. In this model, additional boundary conditions
were applied to represent symmetry. Symmetry is represented as shown in Figure 3-3; if
out-of plane effects are expected, rotations out of the plane of symmetry are also
prohibited.

y

x

Plane of symmetry
(x-z orientation)

Figure 3-3: Schematic of boundary conditions applied to simulate symmetry in the x-z plane

A bending moment of 3 MNmm (3x103 Nm) was applied to each end of the full plate
model. This was calculated to produce a far-field surface stress of 100 MPa. In the
quarter-plate model, the load was reduced to 1.5 MNmm because of the effects of
symmetry.
For convenience, the external loads and boundary conditions (but not the symmetrical
constraints) were applied to a single independent node at the end of the plate. This node
was then joined to each node on the edge of the plate using a multi-point constraint
(MPC), which transfers the applied loads exactly using rigid links.
3.3.2 Finite element mesh
The finite element mesh which was applied to the plate was constructed from 8-noded
quadrilateral elements. These were shown in 2.3.6 to offer very good accuracy. Both
thick shell and thin shell elements were evaluated – ABAQUS elements S8R and S8R5
respectively. 2-D plane strain elements, which have previously been used with success,
were found to be unsuitable for an out-of-plane bending problem. A few of the elements
at the ends of the plate were distorted slightly beyond the minimum guidelines, but as
these elements did not lie near the area of interest it was not considered significant.
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MPC
connecting
nodes on edge to
independent node

Bending moment and
simple support imposed
on independent node, and
transferred to all nodes on
this edge

Central crack

Bending moment and
sliding support imposed
on independent node, and
transferred to all nodes on
this edge

Figure 3-4: 2-D model of centre-cracked bending specimen, showing mesh based on 10 mm
elements in the crack region. Bending moments are in Nmm

The mesh was refined by reducing the size of the elements in the region of the crack.
The most accurate mesh which was used is shown in Figure 3-4 (full-plate model) and
Figure 3-5 (quarter-plate model). It was observed that the most refined mesh was not
necessarily the most accurate (as proposed in section 2.4). The element normal vectors
were aligned with the negative global z direction.
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All elements in this
region are 10mm
square

Symmetry applied to indicated
nodes

Symmetry applied to
all nodes on this edge

Bending moment and
sliding support imposed
on independent node, and
transferred to all nodes on
this edge

Figure 3-5: 2-D doubly symmetrical quarter-plate model of centre-cracked bending specimen,
showing load case simulating a 360 mm half-crack, and mesh based on 10 mm elements in the
crack region

3.3.3 Mesh density study
The following section discusses the effects of mesh density on the results. Meshes are
compared on the basis of the element length in the region of the crack tip. It is assumed
here that such elements will always be uniform in size and close to square in shape.
Three tests were conducted for a 100 mm crack, using successively denser meshes in
the crack-tip region. Both thick and thin shells were evaluated. Pure tensile loading,
giving a nominal stress of 100 MPa, was used for the comparison. The results are shown
in Figure 3-6 in terms of Y. In both cases good accuracy (compared to the textbook
solution) is obtained with an appropriate mesh.
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1.02

1.00

Y

0.98

0.96

0.94
Thin Shell
Thick Shell
Textbook

0.92

0.90
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Element length in crack tip region (mm)

Figure 3-6: Effect of mesh density on stress intensity factor from 2-D plate model in pure
tension with 100 mm crack, compared to textbook solution

The result for thin shell elements does not converge in the conventional sense; instead,
as the mesh is refined the result approaches the textbook solution and then subsequently
appears to diverge from it. One effect causing this might be that as the mesh becomes
more refined the contour integrals move closer to the singularity at the crack tip,
degrading the accuracy (as discussed in 2.4). Theory suggests that thick and thin shells
should give the same answer for in-plane loading, so the observation that thin shells
seem to be more accurate is surprising. The theory also suggests that, even given this
observation, it need not follow for bending load cases in which transverse shear
deformation at the crack becomes increasingly important.
Taking both results into account, the mesh based on a 10 mm element edge length
seems to offer a good compromise between accuracy and solution time. Accordingly,
this mesh was used to generate the results presented in the next section.
3.4

Results from 2D model

3.4.1 100 mm crack
Results obtained for a range of load combinations using the 2D model are presented in
Table 3-3 and Table 3-4. Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 illustrate the path dependence of J,
expressed as the ratio J/Javerage calculated at each contour, for these cases. These results
are discussed in 3.5.
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Configuration

K combined
(MPa m 0.5)

K tensile
(MPa m 0.5)

K bending
(MPa m 0.5)

-

40.0

-

-

-

12.3

-

-

12.3

32.2

As above

-7.81

50.2

As above

10.2

Table 3-3: Effect of reversing bending moment direction on simple plate model containing 100
mm crack (results for thin shells)
Configuration

K combined
(MPa m 0.5)

K tensile
(MPa m 0.5)

K bending
(MPa m 0.5)

-

39.1

-

-

-

13.2

-

-

13.2

32.1

As above

-7.0 (inferred)

49.1

As above

10.0 (inferred)

Table 3-4: Effect of reversing bending moment direction, and of combined tension and bending,
on simple plate model containing 100 mm crack (results for thick shells)
2.0
1.8

J integral ratio, J / J average

1.6

Tension

1.4
Pure Bending

1.2
1.0

Pure bending
(reversed moment)

0.8

Bending + tension

0.6
0.4

Bending + tension
(reversed moment)

0.2
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Contour number

Figure 3-7: Path dependency by contour number for results shown in Table 3-3 (thin shell
elements, 100 mm crack)
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2.0
1.8
Tension

1.6

J / J average

1.4

Pure bending

1.2
Pure bending
(reversed
moment)
Bending + tension

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

Bending +tension
(reversed
moment)

0.2
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Contour number

Figure 3-8: Path dependency by contour number for results shown in Table 3-4 (thick shell
elements, 100 mm crack)

3.4.2 360 mm crack
Configuration

K combined
(MPa m 0.5)

K tensile
(MPa m 0.5)

K bending
(MPa m 0.5)

-

86.0

-

-

-

18.0

NOT ANALYSED

-

-

NOT ANALYSED

-

-

NOT ANALYSED

-

-

Table 3-5: Effect of tension and bending loading on simple plate model containing 360 mm
crack (results for thin shells)
Configuration

K combined
(MPa m 0.5)

K tensile
(MPa m 0.5)

K bending
(MPa m 0.5)

-

85.2

-

-

-

23.6

NOT ANALYSED

-

-

NOT ANALYSED

-

-

NOT ANALYSED

-

-

Table 3-6: Effect of tension and bending loading on simple plate model containing 360 mm
crack (results for thick shells)
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3.4.3 Effect of changing plate thickness
The thick shell analysis requires a plate thickness to be entered. Results for 15 and 40
mm thickness are compared below in a non-dimensional format.
Configuration

Plate thickness

Y – thin shells

Y – thick shells

15 mm

0.23

0.31

40 mm

0.23

0.29

Table 3-7: Stress intensity obtained from 40 mm thick plate containing 360 mm crack

3.5

Discussion of shell element modelling

3.5.1 Path dependence
In general, the tension cases quickly converge to a constant value of J. They show very
little path dependency after the first contour. It can be concluded that the Javerage values
are very reliable. This has also been confirmed by the good agreement obtained with
reference solutions for tension loading (section 2.3.3).
There is much more path dependency in the bending load cases. In many cases it is
difficult to identify a reliable average value of J. Thick shells show less path
dependency than thin shells. Even so, the results do not inspire a high degree of
confidence.
The advice in the ABAQUS manual is to discard only the contour nearest the crack tip
when averaging J. Figure 3-7 shows that this works well for the pure tension case,
where it is only contour one which shows any significant deviation from Javerage.
However, for the pure bending case, it is not possible to identify any stable value of J
(contours 3, 4, and 5 have been used to calculate Javerage). The thick shell results (Figure
3-8) show similar behaviour.
A major problem in interpreting results from the bending analysis is in understanding
how shell elements deal with the through thickness variation of stress intensity factor.
Out-of-plane bending will produce tension on one surface of the plate and compression
on the other. This should result in a stress intensity factor gradient through the thickness
of the plate. Therefore, it is not easy to understand the meaning of the single stress
intensity factor generated by shell analysis.
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3.5.2 Accuracy
Table 3-8 compares results from pure bending load cases with the textbook solutions
presented in Table 3-2.
Crack length a (m)
0.05
0.18

Y - Textbook
Rooke &
Boduroglu &
Cartwright
Erdogan
0.318
0.647
0.357

Y - FE (2-D)
Thick shell
Thin shell

0.697

0.304

0.262

0.310

0.228

Table 3-8: Non-dimensional Y values obtained in pure bending

The nearest agreement obtained is between the thick shell elements and the Rooke and
Cartwright solution. The comparison with the Boduroglu and Erdogan solution, which
was previously suggested as the most appropriate comparator, is poor.
3.5.3 Combined bending and tension cases
Table 3-4 presents the results obtained from combined tension and bending load cases.
The result for combined loading should follow simply from an addition of the individual
bending and tension solutions; however, the finite element results do not reflect this.
For both thin and thick shells, reversing the direction of the bending moment in
isolation does not affect the magnitude of the stress intensity. This is the expected result,
although it will be seen in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 that both solutions are poorly
converged.
In the combined load cases, however, reversing the bending moment completely alters
the magnitude of the implied K bending. Moreover, both values of K bending differ
from the result obtained when bending was applied in isolation. This result is difficult to
explain.
3.6

Three dimensional analysis

Although it is impractical to carry out a global analysis of a whole ship using solid 3D
elements, it is feasible to use such elements in a sub-model of the cracked region. The
problem shown in Figure 3-1 was re-analysed using C3D20R solid elements. One
choice which then has to be made is how to treat the crack displacements on the
compressive surface of the plate. If no boundary constraints are imposed, a negative
stress intensity factor will be produced which is equal to the positive stress intensity
factor on the tensile surface. This is mathematically correct; however, it is physically
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unrealistic, since the crack faces cannot in reality cross over each other. An alternative
is to define contact between the two crack faces. This requires a model which represents
both faces of the crack (if the faces are allowed to cross, a quarter plate model with
symmetry at the crack plane can be used).
The solid modelling was performed using a uniform mesh of elements with in-plane
dimensions of 2/3t by t/4 through the thickness (four elements through the thickness) in
the vicinity of the crack tip. Stress intensity can be derived at each plane of nodes
through the thickness, giving a gradation of K from the tensile to the compressive
surface. The plate geometry was unchanged from Figure 3-5, except that the thickness
of the plate was represented explicitly. 20-noded brick elements (ABAQUS element
C3D20 or the reduced integration equivalent, C3D20R) were used in the main study;
these again have quadratic shape functions. Loads and boundary conditions were also
unchanged from the 2-D model, and were applied in the same way.
3.6.1 Quarter-plate model
Initial assessments were made using a doubly symmetric model - Figure 3-9.

Symmetry applied to indicated
nodes on this surface

All elements in this
region are 10mm
square and 3.75 mm
deep

Symmetry applied to
all nodes on this
surface
Four elements
through the
thickness.

MPC connecting
independent node to
all nodes on end
surface

Bending moment and
sliding support imposed
on independent node

Figure 3-9: 3-D doubly symmetrical quarter-plate model of centre-cracked bending specimen,
showing load case simulating a 360 mm half-crack
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3.6.2 Half-plate (contact) model
It was observed that, when the quarter-plate model was deformed under load, the
elements passed through the mid-plane of the specimen. Effectively, this would result in
the two faces of the crack passing through each other, which is clearly unrealistic.
However, it is equivalent to simulating the bending component for the case of combined
tensile and bending loading, in which the crack faces do not touch.
To simulate pure bending, a half-plate model was constructed by reflecting the quarterplate model in the plane of the crack. This model therefore allowed both faces of the
crack, and the contact interaction between them, to be represented. Frictionless contact
was defined between the two crack faces in order to prevent the element surfaces from
crossing. A detail of the crack region from this model is shown in Figure 3-10: note the
change in element density across the crack, which was required by the contact equations
between the two surfaces. The model is 4 elements thick throughout. The two ends of
the half-plate were loaded and constrained as shown in Figure 3-9.

Symmetry
applied to all
nodes on this
face

Slave surface
Master surface
Crack location

Figure 3-10: 3-D singly symmetrical half-model of centre-cracked bending specimen; detail of
region around 360 mm half-crack

3.6.3 Treatment of results
Table 3-9 summarises the analyses undertaken. Stress intensity factors were obtained
for each node along the crack front. The result at the more tensile surface node was
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considered to be the most useful parameter; for completeness, however, an average of
the stress intensities across the thickness of the plate was also calculated for pure
tension (membrane) loading by taking an area-weighted mean of the J integral result at
each node. The distribution of Y across the thickness is illustrated in Figure 3-11.
K combined
(MPa m 0.5)

Configuration

NO CONTACT
CONTACT

K tensile
(MPa m 0.5)
36.4 (surface)

K bending
(MPa m 0.5)
-

40.1 (average)

-

-

27.4 (surface)

-

-

22.3 (surface)

64.0 (surface)

36.4

27.6 (inferred at
surface)

Table 3-9: Effect of tension and bending on solid model of simple plate with 100 mm crack
Membrane only

Distance from compression surface (mm)

14

Pure bending
(contact)
Pure bending (no
contact)
Bending + tension

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Nondimensional stress intensity

Figure 3-11: Y distribution through the plate thickness for various load cases

3.6.4 Crack-front deformed shape
The differences between the different simulations of the crack face deformation –
contact and no contact - are illustrated in Figure 3-12 to Figure 3-14. Figure 3-12
compares the two effects directly, and shows that the relative longitudinal displacement
is much less in the contact model. It is clearly impossible for the crack faces to cross in
the real case, whereas the deformation pattern shown in Figure 3-13 looks plausibly
realistic. Since no interaction occurs in the no-contact model (Figure 3-14) the
corresponding displacement profile (blue line) in Figure 3-12 is completely straight.
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0.10
No contact model

Longitudinal displacement (mm)

0.08

Contact model

0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

-0.02
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
-0.10
Distance from tension surface (mm)

Figure 3-12: Longitudinal displacement of crack front nodes for two solid models

Figure 3-13: Deformed shape of 3-D half-plate model (two faces represented). Only
longitudinal deformation is shown

Figure 3-14: Deformed shape of 3-D crack in quarter-plate model (only one face represented).
Only longitudinal deformation is shown
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3.6.5 Accuracy
Table 3-10 below compares the non-dimensional results from 3-D solid pure bending
load cases with the textbook solutions presented in Table 3-2.
Textbook

Y – FE (3-D)

Crack length a
(m)
0.05

Rooke &
Cartwright
0.318

Boduroglu &
Erdogan
0.647

0.18

0.357

0.697

No contact model

Contact model

0.66

0.54

0.734

0.561

Table 3-10: Non-dimensional Y-factor obtained from 3-D finite element models in pure bending
at the tension surface, compared to two textbook solutions

As noted above, the Boduroglu and Erdogan solution assumes that the plate is acted
upon by a membrane stress as well as a bending moment, so that the crack faces do not
touch as they rotate. Therefore, the most appropriate comparison for this solution is with
the result from the no-contact model (or with the combined load case acting on the
contact model, which yields the same answer). If the textbook solution from [17] is
correct, this comparison suggests an accuracy of around 5-7% for the solid modelling
technique.
Comparing Table 3-10 with Table 3-8, and taking the solution in [17] as the comparator,
it can be seen that the accuracy of the solid elements is far superior to that of the shell
elements (Table 3-11 reproduces the relevant results and compares them directly.)
Y
Shell

Y
3D solid

Y
Analytical

1.01

1.01 (average)

1.01

NO CONTACT

0.31

0.66

0.65

CONTACT

-

0.54

-

Configuration

Table 3-11: Non-dimensional Y-factor obtained from 2-D and 3-D finite element models in pure
bending at the tension surface

Table 3-9 also shows the effect of combining tensile and bending loading. In contrast to
the shell elements (Table 3-4) the results behave as expected – the combined result is
very close to the sum of the individual tension and bending stress intensities. This adds
weight to the conclusion that solid modelling gives a better behaved representation of
the real problem.
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1.2

1.2

1.1

J / J average

1.1

1.0

1.0

No-contact model,
2a=100
No-contact model,
2a=360

0.9

R efined no-contact
model, 2a=360

0.9

C ontact model, 2a=360
0.8
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

C ontour number

Figure 3-15: Path dependence by contour integral for 3-D solid models of centre-cracked plate
in pure bending, for 360 mm crack, based on a through-thickness average of J integral value

The convergence of the solid solution is illustrated in Figure 3-15. Note the truncated
scale. All of the solid models show a much better convergence and path independence
than the shell elements presented in the previous section.
3.7

Zencrack analysis of crack growth in a plate under bending

A further development of this analysis is to actually model the curve of the crack front,
which can be done using Zencrack. This section describes a Zencrack analysis (first
presented in [1]) of a centre cracked plate with H/W= 1.5 and an initially straight
fronted crack of 2a/W = 0.23 for four cases: pure tension (zero bending), 10% bending,
20% bending and 40% bending. (The percentage bending refers to the maximum
bending stress as a percentage of the membrane stress – e.g. 40% bending describes
refers to a membrane stress of 100 MPa plus an out-of-plane bending moment which
gives a stress of ±40MPa).
Using Zencrack allows fatigue crack growth to be predicted at each node from the
calculated value of K using Equation (2-2). Here, these predictions are made using
standard C and n constants given in appendix A. As the crack extends in the Zencrack
analysis it develops a curved profile. A typical finite element mesh developed by
Zencrack to accommodate this curved profile is shown in Figure 3-16. Figure 3-17
shows the successive crack profiles predicted for the four cases referred to above.
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Figure 3-16: Displaced shape of 40% bending case, after 24 Zencrack analysis increments,
showing detailed mesh developed at crack tip

Figure 3-17: Successive crack front profiles for different degrees of bending

Figure 3-18 to Figure 3-20 compare the predicted development of the crack front shape
and corresponding distribution of Y at various 2a/W (measured on the compression
face). Results are shown at three separate values of 2a/W: 0.24, 0.5, and 0.75. Note that
the crack takes a different number of cycles to reach a given 2a/W depending on the
bending ratio; the results have been plotted at a corresponding 2a/W on the less tensile
surface to allow the crack profiles to be compared. The crack extension axis has been
normalized by the surface crack extension under pure tension loading at each crack
length. Figure 3-20 illustrates the final, developed of the crack shape for each case. Note
that the crack has been allowed to grow to the edge of the plate, unlimited by failure
considerations; in reality, the plate would have broken either by fracture (when K
exceeded the material fracture toughness) or by tearing (once the stress in the remaining
ligament became too high).
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Distance from tension surface (mm)

Distance from tension surface (mm)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1

2

3

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1.00

4

1.10

1.20

1.30

Non-dimensional stress intensity, Y

Normalised crack extension
40% bending

20% bending

40% bending

20% bending

10% bending

No bending

10% bending

No bending

Distance from tension surface
(mm)

Distance from tension surface
(mm)

Figure 3-18: 2a/W of 0.24
14

14

12

12

10

10

8
6
4
2
0
0.95

1

1.05

1.1

8
6
4
2
0
1

1.15

1.1

1.2

1.3

Non-dimensional stress intensity, Y

Normalised crack extension
40% bending

20% bending

40% bending

20% bending

10% bending

No bending

10% bending

No bending

Distance from tension surface
(mm)

Figure 3-19: 2a/W of 0.5
Distance from tension surface
(mm)

14

14

12

12

10

10

8
6
4
2
0
0.95

1

1.05

1.1

1.15

Normalised crack extension

8
6
4
2
0
1.55

1.65

1.75

1.85

Non-dimensional stress intensity, Y

40% bending

20% bending

40% bending

20% bending

10% bending

No bending

10% bending

No bending

Figure 3-20: 2a/W of 0.75

The distribution of Y for a straight fronted crack (Figure 3-11) shows that, when
bending is introduced, stress intensity is initially higher at the tensile surface and lower
at the compressive surface compared to the pure membrane case. This causes the crack
to grow faster at the more tensile surface and, initially, more slowly at the less tensile
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surface. This trend can be seen in Figure 3-18 where the crack in the 40% bending case
extends faster at the more tensile surface. The shape of this profile alters the distribution
of Y through the thickness, with an elevation of stress intensity factor at the re-entrant
corner formed at the trailing edge at the compressive face. This compensates for the
lower applied stress at that surface. The net effect is that the stress intensity becomes
more uniform along the crack front.
Case
10% bending

Fatigue life - % pure tension
99.4%

20% bending

96.9%

40% bending

91.3%

Table 3-12: Effect of bending stress on fatigue life

Table 3-12 shows the relative life predictions for the four cases (“life” here is the
number of cycles to reach 2a/W of 0.96 on the tension surface). The addition of 40%
bending (100 MPa tension, ±40 MPa bending) reduces the life by less than 10%
compared to a pure tension stress of 100 MPa. This is much less than if the stress on the
tensile surface had been used for the fatigue crack growth prediction. Assuming a pure
tensile stress of 140 MPa would have reduced the predicted life by a factor of three
compared to a tension stress of 100 MPa (calculated using Equation (2-2) with n of the
order of 3).
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the prediction of fatigue crack initiation in
codes such as BS7608:1993 is based on the maximum surface stress including any local
bending. It was noted previously that this influences the propagation of a very small
thumbnail crack; however, this analysis shows that the rate of growth of a long, through
thickness crack is largely dictated by the average membrane stress. Therefore, using
such a standard to predict the growth rate in the long cracks typical of those found in a
ship will give unnecessarily conservative predictions.
Attempts were made to run Zencrack for a greater degree of bending (50%). In this case
the crack began to grow but the re-meshing routines were ultimately unable to cope with
the crack shape which developed (Figure 3-21). This was due to the increasing
acuteness of the crack front angle to the compression surface which resulted in severe
element distortion. Since hexagonal brick elements are required at the crack front for J
integral evaluation, it is not trivial to develop a mesh to cope with extreme out-of-plane
bending stress (a solution is presented in the next chapter). Fortunately, most cracks in
ships will experience less than 40% bending.
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Figure 3-21: Successive crack front profiles for 50% bending case

One issue which arises from a study of Figure 3-18 to Figure 3-20 is that the stress
intensity for 40% bending begins to adopt a progressively more non-uniform
distribution across the thickness. The reasons for this are not understood as it was
expected that the crack would try to grow into a shape which gave a uniform stress
intensity. A possible reason could be that the crack is unable to reach a stable condition
because of the effect of rapidly increasing Y at large 2a/W.
3.8

Conclusions on flat plate in bending

Shell elements are used for global analysis of ships; ships plates often experience outof-plane bending loads. It has been shown that that the J contour integral does not work
well with shell elements when out-of-plane bending is present. 3-D solid elements cope
well with these features. The K values produced by 3-D solid elements are much more
reliable than those produced by shell elements. Since building a solid model of the
entire ship would be prohibitively expensive, it is concluded that cracks in ships should
be modelled using 3-D element sub-models within a global mesh of 2-D shell elements.
It has been shown that, although superimposed bending does reduce the fatigue life, the
effect is much less dramatic than if the same stress increase had been applied as
membrane tension. For example, increasing the membrane stress by 40% would reduce
the fatigue life to only one third of its previous value. In contrast, adding the 40%
enhancement as a bending stress is predicted to reduce the fatigue life by less than 10%.
This illustrates the difference between surface cracks and fatigue initiation, which have
received considerable attention elsewhere, and the long cracks which are the subject of
this study.
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CHAPTER 4 – MISALIGNMENT
4.1

Introduction

The techniques used in welded ship construction inevitably result in misalignments
between plates or even between ship sections, which creates stress concentrations and
local bending. Cracks frequently grow in these areas of misalignment. This requires
modification of the standard methods of predicting K, similar to the correction for
bending which was demonstrated in the previous section. Standard corrections to allow
for misalignment in fatigue life predictions are available based on the stress
concentration factor (SCF); however, in the case of a long, through thickness crack, the
SCF is only relevant to a small part of the crack front. This implies that the conventional
SCF is unlikely to be suitable for predicting the behaviour of typical ship cracks.
In this study, alternative enhancement factors to determine the effect of misalignment
on the fatigue growth rate of through thickness cracks are proposed.
4.2

Misalignment in ships

4.2.1 Geometry
Typical types of weld misalignment are illustrated in Figure 4-1 (it is assumed that
applied loads are in the direction indicated).
Misalignment magnitude
(eccentricity), e
Applied
load

t
Crack plane
Axial misalignment
Half-span, s/2
e
t

Misalignment angle, a
Crack plane
Angular misalignment

Figure 4-1: Axial and angular misalignment geometry
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4.3

Relevant literature

4.3.1 Misalignment standards
The International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) has published guidance
for acceptable levels of misalignment in welded ship joints [22]; it is understood that
this is the standard which is followed by shipyards in the UK. Reference has also been
made to the British standard for weld imperfections, BS EN 25817 [23]. Relevant
parameters are presented in Table 4-1.
Type of
misalignment

IACS
Standard*
Limit

Axial

0.15t/0.2t *

3 mm

Moderate
quality
0.25t

Angular

4 to 7 mm *

6 to 9 mm *

-

BSEN 25817
Intermediate
quality
0.15t

High
quality
0.1t

-

-

*Depending on location on ship

Table 4-1: Allowable misalignment, e, according to various standards

The IACS standard for angular misalignment refers to “fairness of plating between
frames”. Note that the requirement specifies a distance from a datum rather than an
angle. The reason for this is that it is the misalignment distance from the line of
application of the membrane load which determines the bending moment (see Equation
(4-4) below). The datum line for the angular misalignment is the top of the frames, and
the relevant distance in Figure 4-1 needed to define the distance as an angle (if that were
required) would be the inter-frame spacing.
4.3.2 Standard expressions for the influence of misalignment
Assuming that beam theory is applicable to the analysis of plates, the stress
concentration factor due to secondary bending caused by misalignment is a function of
the ratio of bending stress to direct stress:

Kt = 1 +

s bending
s direct

Equation (4-1)

Standard expressions for Kt are presented in [24]. For axial misalignment, assuming
simple support boundary conditions:
K te = 1 +

3e
t
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Equation (4-2)

where e is the magnitude of the misalignment and t is the plate thickness, as defined in
Figure 4-1 above.
For angular misalignment, assuming again assuming simple support boundary
conditions:
3 a
K ta = 1 + s
2 t
= 1+

Equation (4-3)

6e
t

Equation (4-4)

where s is the plating span and alpha is the total angle between the plates, again as
defined in Figure 4-1. If the seam is not midway between the supports, Equation (4-3)
no longer holds, but Equation (4-4) remains true. Therefore, it is more convenient to use
the offset, e, in all cases to define the misalignment.
Free boundary conditions have been assumed throughout this study. For completeness,
the equation for angular misalignment with fixed boundary conditions is:
K ta = 1 +

3 a
s
4 t

Equation (4-5)

3e
t

Equation (4-6)

= 1+

4.3.3 Bending implied by various levels of misalignment
Assuming the misalignment levels in Table 4-1 are adhered to, the maximum bending
stress ratios (defined as the ratio of bending stress to axial stress) shown in Table 4-2
and Figure 4-2 can be calculated.
Bending stress ratio
axial
angular
misalignment
misalignment
0.10
0.20

e/t

e (mm)

0.0334

0.501

0.05

0.75

0.15

0.30

0.1

1.5

0.30

0.60

0.15

2.25

0.45

0.90

0.2

3

0.60

1.20

0.25

3.75

0.75

1.50

0.33

5

0.99

1.98

0.5

7.5

1.50

3.00

Table 4-2: Bending induced by misalignment assuming free end conditions and t=15mm
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3.5
Axial misalignment
Angular misalignment

3.0

sb/sa

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Misalignment distance e0 (mm)

Figure 4-2: Comparison between types of misalignment with no crack present, assuming free
end conditions and t=15mm

4.4

Axial misalignment

4.4.1 Finite element modelling details
Geometry, loads and boundary conditions
The geometry shown in Figure 4-1 was modelled using a plate of width 500 mm, length
757.5 mm and thickness 15 mm, with a misalignment at the centreline. In the case of
axial misalignment, this was represented by a section at 45 degrees to the two halves of
the plate.
In the finite element model, symmetry was used to model only half of the plate. This
model was further divided into three regions, connected by constraint equations (known
as MPCs), which allowed a much more refined mesh to be used in the region
surrounding the misalignment. An example model geometry, with loads and boundary
conditions applied, is shown below (Figure 4-3). The load in the plate was represented
as a 40 MPa pressure applied to each end. End conditions were assumed to be free
rather than fixed. This was modelled using pinned end boundary conditions which
allowed the model to strain longitudinally, applied to a line of nodes across the width of
each end face.
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Symmetry face

MPC

Pinned end condition

40 MPa pressure

Figure 4-3: Loads and boundary conditions applied to example finite element model used to
study axial misalignment

Finite element mesh
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 4-4. In the end regions there are two
elements through the thickness; in the central region this increases to five, with 36
elements across the model width. The mesh was constructed from second-order solid
elements (20-noded bricks) with reduced integration. An example of the model shown
in Figure 4-4 with the crack inserted is shown in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-4: Finite element mesh used in example finite element model used to study axial
misalignment
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Figure 4-5: Detail of finite element mesh, showing crack and crack-tip mesh

4.4.2 Mesh density
Three levels of mesh refinement were compared for a model without misalignment. The
variation was mainly in the crack region. Figure 4-6 shows the results. The variation
between the results for the second and third meshes is small; therefore, the use of the
second mesh density is considered to be reasonable.
740

Ftaigue life (thousands of cycles)

735
730
725
720
715
710
705
700
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

14000

16000

Number of elements in refined region

Figure 4-6: Effect of mesh refinement on fatigue life calculation for a cracked plate

4.4.3 Crack location and orientation
Initially, it was assumed that the crack would initiate from the stress concentration at the
end of the step (shown in Figure 4-7 for an uncracked model), and grow at right angles
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the plane of plate. This would give a through thickness crack illustrated in Figure 4-7,
which is designated as a “vertical crack”.

Angled crack
orientation

Vertical crack
orientation

Figure 4-7: Cross-section through uncracked model, showing distribution of longitudinal stress

However, as Figure 4-7 also shows, the stress at the other end of such a crack is
compressive. The crack will tend to grow only on the tensile surface, which makes the
analysis extremely problematic; it also means that, if there is any overall growth, it will
be slowed. Therefore, an alternative orientation was proposed, in which the crack was
entirely within a tensile stress field. This is the “angled crack” depicted in Figure 4-7.
This orientation is also the shortest possible path through the specimen, which increases
the average stress along its length.
To the author’s knowledge, there is no physical evidence that a crack would actually
adopt this orientation; however, it is the most severe case, and for this reason it was
accepted for use in the present study.
4.5

Comparison with standard stress formulae

Stress was measured in uncracked models containing axial misalignment. The bending
moment varies along the length, as shown in Figure 4-8, with the largest bending stress
induced next to the step; the stress then rises sharply at the stress concentration next to
the weld. Figure 4-9 shows the through thickness variation at the plate centre-line,
measured a short distance from the misalignment. The bending stress is approximately
±11.6 MPa — a bending to direct stress ratio of 0.29.
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Mesh refinement
interface

Step

Figure 4-8: Longitudinal stress variation, from plate end to beginning of step, in uncracked
model with 10% axial misalignment
15

Distance through thickness (mm)

Total longitudinal stress
Membrane stress
12

9

6

3

0
25

30

35

40

45

50

55

Longitudinal stress (MPa)

Figure 4-9: Stress variation measured at plate centreline, 11.5 mm from misalignment step, in
10% model

The ratio predicted by Equation (4-2) is 0.3. This equation is based on simple 1-d beam
theory and does not include the detail of the step. The more detailed FE model correctly
models the geometry as a plate: Figure 4-8 shows a small difference between the stress
at the plane of symmetry (on the plate centreline) and at the outside edge. This explains
the lack of an exact match between the simple theory and the FE model. Taking this
difference into account, the comparison is considered to be sufficient to validate the
chosen FE modelling approach.
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4.6

Analysis findings

Five cases of axial misalignment were analysed, with the ratio e/t ranging between 10%
and 50%. The crack growth is plotted in Figure 4-10. Table 4-3 presents the reduction in
fatigue life in each case, compared to that with no misalignment.
Misalignment

% Life reduction

50%

63%

33%

52%

25%

41%

15%

25%

10%

16%

Table 4-3: Effect of misalignment on predicted fatigue life
Sum of da vs N for various degrees of misalignment
250

Growth (mm)

200

50 %
33 %
25 %
15 %
10 %
None

150

100

50

0
0.0E+00

5.0E+05

1.0E+06

1.5E+06

2.0E+06

2.5E+06

Cycles

Figure 4-10: Fatigue crack growth in axially misaligned models

4.6.1 Crack growth rate enhancement
From the data in Figure 4-10 the fatigue crack growth rate can be calculated in each
case. In Figure 4-11 this has been normalised by dividing the result by the fatigue crack
growth rate for the case of no misalignment.
The lines in Figure 4-11 show small oscillations around the correct value. This is an
artefact of the automatic re-meshing process used to generate the analyses. The
oscillations hamper the normalisation process; this requires some smoothing, which is
the reason why the normalised “no-misalignment” case does not have a uniform value
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of one. However, it does oscillate around the correct value; this shows that the trend of
the result is valid.
3

Normalised growth rate (mm/cycle)

50 % axial
misalignment
2.5

33 % axial
misalignment
25 % axial
misalignment

2

15 % axial
misalignment
1.5
10 % axial
misalignment
None

1

0.5
0.205

0.305

0.405

0.505

0.605

0.705

Normalised crack length, 2a/W

Figure 4-11: Normalised crack growth rates for models with axial misalignment

4.6.2 Stress intensity factors
The enhancement to crack growth rate can be explained by calculating stress intensity
factors for each geometry (Figure 4-12). These are then normalised by dividing by the
result for no misalignment (Figure 4-13).
80
50% axial misalignment
33% axial misalignment
25% axial misalignment
15% axial misalignment
10% axial misalignment
No misalignment

70

K (MPa m^0.5)

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

2a/W

Figure 4-12: Stress intensity factors for axial misalignment
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0.7

0.8

50% axial misalignment
33% axial misalignment
25% axial misalignment
15% axial misalignment
10% axial misalignment
No misalignment

1.5

Normalised stress intensity factor

1.45
1.4
1.35
1.3
1.25
1.2
1.15
1.1
1.05
1
0.95
0.9
0.21

0.31

0.41

0.51

0.61

0.71

0.81

2a/W

Figure 4-13: Normalised stress intensity factors for axial misalignment

The normalised stress intensity factors show negligible dependence on crack length in
the region of interest, and can therefore be summarised as a single number – and
“effective stress intensity” for long cracks in axial misalignment. These values are listed
in Table 4-4; the standard stress concentration factor for surface cracks in misalignment,
from Equation (4-2), is shown for comparison.
Standard SCF (no crack)

50%

2.5

Effective SCF (through
crack)
1.33

33%

1.99

1.23

25%

1.75

1.16

15%

1.45

1.09

10%

1.3

1.05

Misalignment

Table 4-4: Effective stress intensity factor for long cracks in angular misalignment

4.6.3 Stress intensity enhancement factor
The result presented in Table 4-4 is expressed as an “effective SCF” for a through
thickness crack in a misaligned plate:

K misalignedthroughcrack = SCFeffective K flatplate

Equation (4-7)

A more useful way to express this is as a modifier, M, to the normal equation for stress
intensity with no misalignment:
K = M × Ys pa

Equation (4-8)

where s is the remote stress in the plate, a is the half-crack length and Y is a geometry
factor. If M is one, then Equation (4-8) will give the result for a flat plate in a uniform
stress field.
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M therefore has a similar effect on K as the SCF calculated from Equation (4-2) has on
the local stress. The local stress determines the stress intensity factor of any small crack
which resides in that stress field. So, for a very small semi-elliptical crack on the tensile
surface of the plate in the influence of a stress concentration:
K = SCF × Ys pa

Equation (4-9)

where Y now refers to the solution for a small semi-elliptical crack remote from a stress
concentration. The SCF is often quoted in fatigue standards such as BS 7608 [14] as the
appropriate factor for indexing fatigue life. This is because the initiation phase of
fatigue is dominated by ‘small crack’ growth. However, the current focus of interest is
on the remaining life once the crack has reached more than 100 mm in length. In this
circumstance the SCF is of limited relevance.
It can be seen from Table 4-4 that M is much less than the SCF. This shows that, for the
geometries considered, the effect of misalignment on long cracks is much less than that
on small surface cracks. This is discussed further in section 4.10.
4.6.4 Effect of step geometry
The significance of the shape of the step between the two plates was investigated
briefly. Two cases were analysed, with narrower and wider step regions respectively.
These are illustrated in Figure 4-14 where w denotes the width of the misalignment.
Only one model was constructed for each case.
In the case of the wide step geometry, the length of the crack front is increased by 26%;
this reduces the average stress, and hence the stress intensity factors. In the case of the
narrow step geometry, the effect is to reduce the length of the crack front slightly (by
less than 1%).
Figure 4-15 compares the fatigue lives of cracks in these geometries with selected
examples using the standard geometries. The effect of the narrow step is seen to be
small – the crack grows only slightly more slowly. (The small change in crack front
length is perhaps outweighed by the (also very small) change in direction of the
principal stresses.) By contrast, the effect of the wide throat is very significant, with the
fatigue life increased by 60% — consistent with the much greater change in the crack
geometry.
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t/x
t/x
Main step geometry (e/w =1)

Wide step geometry (effectively e/w =0.5)

t/10

t/15
Narrow step geometry (e/w = 1.5)

Figure 4-14: Alternative step geometries for axial misalignment
250

Growth (mm)

200

150

50 %
33 %
33 % wide
25 %
10 %
10 % narrow
None

100

50

0
0.0E+00

5.0E+05

1.0E+06

1.5E+06

2.0E+06

2.5E+06

Cycles

Figure 4-15: Fatigue lives of axially misaligned specimens with standard, wide and narrow step
geometries
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4.6.5 Through cracks in vertical orientation
A vertical crack (perpendicular to the plane of the plate, as illustrated in Figure 4-7 and
Figure 4-16) was also studied briefly. The analysis predicted no growth at the lower
surface because of the compressive stress (which prevents the crack from opening); at
the upper surface the crack did grow, but cracks with a large disparity in length between
the two ends of the crack front are problematic to analyse. This is illustrated by the
variation of K along the crack front, presented in Table 4-5; the negative stress intensity
factor at the lower surface explains why the crack does not grow.

Crack location

Figure 4-16: Mesh used to analyse vertical crack in axial misalignment
Node

K (vertical crack)
MPa m0.5

K (angled crack)
MPa m0.5

1

32.9

31.9

2

27.3

20.0

3

23.9

19.7

4

18.4

19.7

5

11.4

20.0

6

-7.3

31.9

Table 4-5: Stress intensity factor variation along the crack front for axial misalignment

The K distribution for the vertical crack prevents crack growth on the compressive face
in the analysis; in a test, it is most probable that the crack would continue to extend by
another mechanism such as ductile shear. However, it is clear from Table 4-5 that the
average stress intensity factor is higher for the angled crack; this justifies the conclusion
that the angled crack case is a worst case in terms of fatigue life.
4.7

Angular misalignment

4.7.1 Description and model
Angular misalignment was illustrated in Figure 4-1, repeated below for convenience.
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Half-span, s/2
e
t

Misalignment angle, a
Crack plane

Figure 4-17: Angular misalignment

The finite element model using to investigate this misalignment was similar to that used
for the axial misalignment investigation; mesh density and boundary conditions were
the same. An example is shown in Figure 4-18.

e0

Figure 4-18: Mesh used to study angular misalignment

4.7.2 Degrees of misalignment analysed
Angular misalignment causes a through thickness stress variation similar to that
produced by combined tension and bending. If the angle is too great there will be a net
compressive stress at the lower surface (Figure 4-19). Unlike the case of axial
misalignment there is no alternative path which would allow the crack to grow
unhindered in a wholly tensile stress field. This means that the crack growth for large
degrees of misalignment cannot be analysed directly without making assumptions about
fracture of the final ligament on the compressive face.
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Intended crack
location

Figure 4-19: Cross-section through uncracked model with 5 degrees of angular misalignment,
showing distribution of longitudinal stress through the thickness

The desire to avoid the complications posed by net compressive stress fields limited the
scope of the study to relatively small angular misalignments. Table 4-6 lists the cases
which were analysed. It is noted that these misalignments are significantly less severe
than the IACS limits listed in Table 4-1.
e/t

e mm

a (degrees)

Bending ratio sb/sa

0.033

0.50

0.153

0.20

0.050

0.75

0.230

0.30

0.065

0.98

0.300

0.39

Table 4-6: Angular misalignment cases analysed

4.8

Growth analysis and findings

Table 4-7 presents the reduction in fatigue life as a result of the degrees of angular
misalignment analysed using the model in Figure 4-18. This is shown graphically in
Figure 4-20. Note that the y-axis refers to the longest crack length measured over the
thickness.
Misalignment e/t

a (degrees)

Bending stress ratio

% Life reduction

None

None

0

-

0.033

0.153

0.20

2%

0.050

0.230

0.30

4%

0.065

0.300

0.39

8%

Table 4-7: Life reduction due to angular misalignment
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250
0.3 degrees angular misalignment
0.23 degrees angular mislignment

Crack length a (mm)

200

0.15 degrees angular misalignment
No misalignment

150
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0
0.0E+00

5.0E+05

1.0E+06
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2.0E+06
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Figure 4-20: Crack growth for various amounts of angular misalignment

The bending which is induced by angular misalignment means that the stress (and hence
stress intensity) varies through the thickness of the plate; therefore, the crack tends to
grow into a curved shape. An example is shown below (Figure 4-21).

Figure 4-21: Successive crack profiles for 0.3 degrees angular misalignment

This situation does not arise with axial misalignment because, for the angled crack, the
stress is uniform across the crack front. In the case of angular misalignment, however,
parameters which depend on crack length must be compared using an average value
through the thickness. This procedure is used in Figure 4-22 to compare the crack
growth enhancements and in Figure 4-23 to compare the enhancement, M, in the stress
intensity factor.
The main interest lies in the enhancement to the stress intensity factor, M, which was
proposed in Equation (4-8). M is plotted against the longest crack length measured at
any point through the thickness (it is assumed that the crack would be longest at a
visible surface) in Figure 4-23. After the initial phase (corresponding to the
development of the crack shape from a straight front to a curve) there is very little
difference between the enhancement factors for different levels of misalignment.
Furthermore, the result for the case with no misalignment is the highest, albeit by a very
small amount. This seemingly curious result is explained by the curved crack front in
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the misalignment cases. This causes the majority of the crack front to lag behind that of
the straight-fronted case with no misalignment.

Normalised growth rate (mm/cycle) [average]

1.2

1.15

1.1

1.05

1
0.3 degrees angular misalignment
0.23 degrees angular misalignment
0.15 degrees angular misalignment
No misalignment

0.95

0.9
0.21

0.31

0.41

0.51

0.61

0.71

2a/W [average]

Figure 4-22: Crack growth rate enhancement (averaged through thickness)
1.04
0.3 degrees angular misalignment
1.03

0.23 degrees angular misalignment
0.15 degrees angular msialignment

1.02

No misalignment

M

1.01
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.21

0.31

0.41

0.51

0.61

0.71

0.81

2a/W (longest surface)

Figure 4-23: Enhancement to stress intensity factor

Consistency with the fatigue life calculations is illustrated by Figure 4-24, which shows
the crack growth in each case from a length of 150mm (2a/W=0.3) so that the crack has
already developed its curved profile before the start of the graph. It can be seen that
there is hardly any difference in the fatigue life measured from this point, but that the
life in the no misalignment case is very slightly shorter. The conclusion is that the
difference in fatigue lives presented in Figure 4-20 is due to the growth during the initial
stages as the crack front develops its curved shape, when K is enhanced on one surface
by the bending stress induced by the misalignment.
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200
0.3 degrees
0.23 degrees
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No misalignment

180

Crack growth from a=75mm
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140
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Figure 4-24: Crack growth from 2a/W=0.3, with the crack profile already developed

However, even after this is taken into account these enhancements are very small – of
the order of 1.01-1.03 – and much less than those for axial misalignment presented in
Table 4-4. The two cases are compared directly in the next section.
4.9

Comparison between axial and angular misalignment

Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26 compare the effects of axial and angular misalignment on
the basis of the same induced bending stress (30%). The effect of imposing the same
bending stress directly on a flat plate under tension is also shown. The crack growth at
the surface with the more tensile stress, being the worst case, has been used for this
comparison.
1.5
Angular misalignment (0.23 degrees)
Axial misalignment (10%)

Normalised growth rate (mm/cycle)

1.4

Imposed bending moment (30% bending)
1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.205

0.305

0.405

0.505

0.605

0.705

2a/W

Figure 4-25: Comparison of crack growth rate enhancements (compared to flat plate under
tension) for 30% bending induced by different types of misalignment
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1.07
1.06
1.05
1.04

M

1.03
1.02
1.01
1
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.205

Angular misalignment (0.23 degrees)
Axial misalignment (10% )
Imposed bending moment (30% bending)
0.305

0.405

0.505

0.605

0.705

0.805
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Figure 4-26: Comparison between M factors for different types of misalignment causing 30%
bending (based on the crack length at most tensile surface)

Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26 show that axial misalignment is more severe than either
angular misalignment or primary bending. Comparative reductions in fatigue life are
presented in Table 4-8.
Type

Crack

Misalignment

Predicted fatigue life
reduction %

Axial

Angled

0.1t

16

Angular

Straight

0.23 degrees

4

Imposed moment

Straight

None

7

Table 4-8: Comparison of different crack geometries which induce 30% bending stress

The problem with this comparison is that it only encompasses a relatively low bending
stress ratio. There is an implication from the IACS standards (Table 4-1), and from
Equation (4-4), that the bending stress ratio for angular misalignment could be as high
as 6 (corresponding to 9 mm eccentricity in a 9 mm thick plate).
4.10 Surface crack development: the transition from SCF to M
It has already been established that the stress intensity enhancement factors, M,
presented in Table 4-4 are clearly lower than the SCF values predicted by the equations
presented above (Equation (4-1) to Equation (4-4)). This is due to the difference
between long, through thickness cracks and surface flaws. The transition was
investigated by analysing the development of a semi-elliptical crack, in the axial
misaligned geometry, from a small flaw to a through-crack. Both angled and vertical
crack planes (Figure 4-27) were analysed. (Surface cracks can be analysed in the
vertical plane because compressive stresses are only encountered near the lower
surface.)
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C

C

Vertical crack

Angled crack

Figure 4-27: Initial locations of semi-elliptical cracks growing from stress concentrations

Figure 4-28 plots the variation of stress intensity at the node on the symmetry plane of
the plate (point C in Figure 4-27) as the crack grows in a semi-elliptical shape through
the plate thickness. The angled crack case with 50% misalignment is compared to a
control plate with no misalignment (and therefore, by definition, a vertical crack).
9
8
7

K (MPa m0.5)

6
5
4
3
2

50% misalignment (angled)
50% misalignment (vertical)
No misalignment

1
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Growth (mm)

Figure 4-28: Comparison between stress intensity factors at deepest point (point C) for semielliptical cracks growing through the thickness in angled and vertical crack planes, from initial
radius of 1 mm

The theory presented in 4.3 predicts that, if the crack is sufficiently close to the surface,
the stress intensity will be enhanced by the SCF calculated from Equation (4-2) Equation (4-6):
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K misaligned = SCF × K flatplate

Equation (4-10)

In 4.6.3 it was argued that, for a long, through thickness crack, the use of an
enhancement factor M would be more appropriate:
Equation (4-8)

K = M × Ys pa
which can be presented in a similar form as:

K misaligned = M × K flatplate

Equation ( 4-11)

where M is not the same as the SCF.
Referring now to Figure 4-28, it can be seen that both of these expressions are valid
descriptions at different stages of the crack growth. At the initial crack size, K is
approximately twice as large in the cases with 50% misalignment (2.1 and 2.4 times
respectively) as in the flat plate. This is consistent with the conventional SCF of 2.5 due
to misalignment. If the lines for vertical and angled cracks in Figure 4-28 are compared,
it is clear that the change in orientation produces a significantly higher K. However, the
trend in behaviour is similar in each case.
surface cracks
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Crack length / thickness

0.8
0.7
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0
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Figure 4-29: Growth of semi-elliptical cracks through the plate thickness

Figure 4-29 compares the through thickness growth for the angled and perfectly-aligned
cases. The crack initially grows around 8 times as fast through the thickness with 50%
misalignment; as it approaches the lower surface, this reduces to approximately four
times. This agrees with the conclusion drawn from the stress intensities, and justifies the
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assertion above that the conventional SCF is valid for crack initiation and for small
surface flaws, but is not appropriate for analysing a full through thickness crack.
The relative severity of the two misaligned cases in Figure 4-28 contrasts with the
finding for a through thickness crack, where the angled case was found to be more
severe. This is thought to be because surface cracks, such as those which produced
Figure 4-28, do not include the effects of the compressive stress on the lower surface.
This compressive stress retards the growth of a through thickness crack in the vertical
orientation only, which would affect the relative severity of the two cases. It could be
conjectured from this discussion that a crack would initially grow perpendicular to the
surface but, once it has broken through, would tend to twist towards the angled crack
orientation.
The following chapters consider how larger misalignments could be characterised:
·

first by considering the growth of a surface crack in a bending stress
field;

·

second by comparing stress intensity factors (with limited crack growth
simulation) for progressively longer through thickness and surface
cracks in a flat plate under superimposed bending.
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CHAPTER 5 – SURFACE AND THROUGH THICKNESS CRACKS
WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF BENDING
5.1

Crack geometries

Previous chapters have described the analysis of cracks with imposed bending and with
angular misalignment, and have shown that these two conditions can be treated as part
of the same problem. However, the most onerous condition analysed so far has been
limited to 40% bending stress (relative to the membrane stress). This chapter describes
the derivation of a method for analysing larger amounts of misalignment, which is then
used to characterise the growth of cracks in stress fields with a high bending
component.
A crack which is found in a ship may be visible on one surface only. However, it cannot
be assumed that it will be the same length through the thickness; if large amounts of
bending (due to misalignment or primary bending) are present, the crack may be
substantially longer on one surface — it may even be an elongated surface crack (Figure
5-1). It is important to understand how such a crack behaves, and whether it represents a
worse case than a through crack of the same length.
Measured crack length

Measured crack length

Figure 5-1: Possible forms for crack observed on one surface only

The two cases – through-thickness and surface crack - were compared. A flat plate with
a tension load and superimposed bending moment was used to approximate the effects
of misalignment (it has already been shown that the effect of misalignment is primarily
to introduce bending). Meshes were similar to those used in previous chapters. The
growth of semi-elliptical surface cracks was compared to that of through-thickness
cracks with a comparable length along the tension surface (Figure 5-2).
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Tension surface

Tension surface
Crack

Crack

Short through thickness crack

Surface crack

Figure 5-2: Schematic representation of crack orientations used to compare large amounts of
bending (only half the crack is shown)

5.2

Crack growth calculations for varying bending stress ratios

Table 5-1 lists the bending-tension ratios and crack geometries which were analysed.
Each through thickness crack had an initial half-crack length of 1 mm, and each initial
surface crack was modelled as a semi-circle with radius 1 mm. Bending stress was
varied by increasing the applied bending moment.
Direct stress
(MPa)
40

Maximum bending
stress (MPa)
No bending

Bending
stress ratio
-

Crack types analysed
Surface + through thickness

40

8

0.2

Surface + through-thickness

40

16

0.4

Surface + through-thickness

40

32

0.8

Surface only

40

64

1.6

Surface crack growing to throughthickness

Table 5-1: Cases analysed using short cracks

Figure 5-3 compares the surface growth of semi-elliptical surface cracks (initial radius
of 1mm) for these cases. In each case the analysis was stopped when the crack had
grown approximately 80% of the way through the thickness (around 12mm) as the
developing shape became difficult to mesh.
Increasing the bending stress gives faster crack growth at the tension surface. At this
early stage of development, the crack growth is dominated by the stress field on the
tension side. (The crack at the surface sees a high stress; the deeper part of the crack is
still within a tensile field, so it does not “drag” the rest of the crack.) Therefore,
increasing the bending stress has a large effect on the crack growth rate.
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Figure 5-3: Growth of semi-elliptical surface cracks, measured along tension surface

This analysis of surface cracks growing into a tensile stress field can be verified by
comparison with the standard solution given in BS7910 [25]. This comparison is made
in Figure 5-4 at the surface for the two most extreme cases no the basis of K (not
normalised). Agreement at short crack lengths is very good. The FE and reference
solutions appear to be diverging as the analysis progresses. It could be that the crack
shape predicted by the FE is deviating from that used to derive the solution in BS7910.
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60
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Figure 5-4: K at more tensile surface for semi-elliptical cracks compared to BS710

Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 compare the growth of part through surface cracks and
through thickness cracks for various degrees of bending. Through thickness cracks
begin with a straight front, but when subjected to bending stress quickly develop a
curved profile. This appears to slow the growth rate: of the three cases which were
modelled, the case without bending grows most slowly in the initial stages, but once the
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cracks under bending have fully developed their curved profiles the pure-tension case
has the fastest growth at a given crack length (Figure 5-6). Through cracks always have
a higher crack growth rate and shorter life than surface cracks with the same surface
length and the same percentage imposed bending.
35

160% bending - surface crack

20,t 0,t
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40% bending - surface crack
40% bending - through crack
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20% bending - surface crack
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No bending - surface crack

40,s

20
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20,s

0,s
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0
0.0E +00
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Figure 5-5: Comparison between growth of surface and through thickness cracks
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Figure 5-6: Crack growth rates at the tension surface compared for surface and through
thickness cracks at the same surface crack length

The eventual higher crack growth rate (at a given observed surface crack length over
thickness, a/t) of the through thickness crack without bending is due to its more
favourable shape for continued crack growth compared to the cracks with superimposed
bending, which have extended preferentially at the more tensile surface.
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5.3

Preferential direction of crack extension

The tendency of a surface crack to grow through the thickness – into the compressive
stress field – as opposed to propagating along the more tensile surface was tested further
by considering the case of a long, shallow crack – 50mm long by 1mm deep and located
on the more tensile surface, for the case of 150% bending (Figure 5-7). Successive crack
profiles for this case are shown in Figure 5-8 below. The crack extends through the
thickness before propagating significantly along the surface.
25mm from centre-line

Figure 5-7: Initial mesh for analysis long, shallow crack
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Figure 5-8: (a) and (b) - successive profiles for long shallow crack; intervals approximately
100,000 cycles (key in (b) shows number of cycles)

This behaviour is explained by Figure 5-9, which plots the variation of K along the
crack front as the analysis progresses. In the initial profile K is larger at the deepest
point of the crack (indicated by the relatively larger circles) and small at the surface,
which drives the crack through the thickness. When the crack has grown through the
depth (the final profile) this situation is reversed, with the larger K occurring at the
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surface; the transition occurs with around 75% of the plate thickness intact (1.3 million
fatigue cycles).
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Figure 5-9: Successive profiles for long shallow crack at selected intervals, with circle diameter
indicating magnitude of K (key shows number of cycles)

5.4

Transition to through thickness crack

It is possible, although labour-intensive, to pursue the analysis of semi-elliptical cracks
beyond the range presented in Figure 5-3. This was done for a bending stress ratio of
1.6. The resulting crack profiles are shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11.

42 mm

Figure 5-10: Growth of semi-elliptical surface crack in plate subjected to 160% bending

The crack eventually breaks through the thickness completely, and continues to grow as
a through thickness crack with a highly curved front (this regime is shown in red in both
figures). This analysis requires assumptions about the conditions in which the crack
would break through. The assumption used here was that if the thickness of remaining
material was less than 1mm it was manually set to zero for the next growth phase (i.e.
the material was assumed to rupture through the thickness) provided that the stress in
the remaining ligament was at or above the yield stress.
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A

Figure 5-11: Detail from Figure 5-10, showing development of a crack from surface to throughthickness; colours denote different phases of the analysis

The crack has grown to become through thickness and then continued to propagate with
20% of the crack front located in the compressive region of the stress field. Analysis of
the stress distribution (see Figure 5-12 to Figure 5-15) shows that the stress across the
cracked section is redistributed as the crack grows, so that a tensile stress region is
pushed ahead of the front as it advances through the thickness. Figure 5-16 shows
another example, in which the crack was grown slightly further in the through-thickness
phase.

Figure 5-12: Longitudinal and max shear stress across crack plane for initial (surface) crack

Figure 5-13: Longitudinal and max shear stress across crack plane for more developed crack
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B

Figure 5-14: Longitudinal and max shear stress across crack plane for small ligament
remaining

Figure 5-15: Longitudinal and max shear stress across crack plane for through-thickness crack

Figure 5-16: Further crack front profiles showing progression of through-thickness crack

The development of K at the surface is shown in Figure 5-17, an extension of Figure 5-4
with results for a through-thickness crack added. The surface K calculated for the
through-thickness cracks follows reasonably from that obtained earlier for surface
cracks. It should be noted that the presented analysis for the 360% bending case begins
with a through-thickness crack with a curved profile, obtained by allowing a straightfronted crack to grow under the applied stress for a short time before beginning the
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analysis proper. During this early phase the surface K is seen to fall from a higher value
towards that obtained from the curved profile, before beginning to rise with increasing
length as shown in Figure 5-17.
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Figure 5-17: K at more tensile surface for semi-elliptical cracks and resulting throughthickness cracks

The transition to a through thickness crack occurs at a total surface crack length of
around 84 mm. This is less than the 100 mm length which is generally considered to be
the minimum length for reliable visual crack detection.
A number of assumptions regarding the behaviour at the uncracked ligament were made
in this analysis. However, the results are in agreement with the test result reported in
[26]. This describes experiments on a large plate with a semi-elliptical surface crack
loaded in pure bending. The authors found that crack penetrated the plating thickness
and propagated as a through thickness crack, with the final failure on the compressive
face occurring in shear. This is illustrated in Figure 5-18. The observation that, even in
such an extreme case, the crack does make the transition to through thickness supports
the argument that calculations based on surface observations in a ship can be made on
the assumption of a through thickness crack.
In some situations a crack in a ship might only be visible on the compression side (the
shorter length). The probable disparity in crack lengths between the two surfaces shows
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the importance of measuring both sides of the crack, using NDE if necessary, and
basing crack growth prediction on the longest observed surface length.
Shear failure on
compressive face

Fatigue
failure

Crack originates from
tensile surface

Figure 5-18: Photo of fracture face for a through thickness crack which has developed under
pure bending [26]

5.5

Comparisons based on stress intensity at the tensile surface

The process above is too labour-intensive to be practical. To get around the difficulties
of analysing crack growth in such a stress field, this section compares the stress
intensity factor at the tensile surface for a series of discrete crack lengths. Experimental
validation of this approach is presented in chapter 7.
5.5.1

Effect of crack geometry on surface stress intensity

The following set of analyses uses a single bending stress ratio of 3.6. The crack
geometries considered are:
·

semi-elliptical surface crack with a fixed depth to length ratio of 0.1;

·

semi-elliptical surface crack with a fixed depth to length ratio of 0.5;

·

through thickness crack with a straight front;

·

through thickness crack with a curved front to simulate a crack which
has transitioned from surface to through thickness (as observed in [26]).
The profiles which were used were derived by fitting curves to crack
profiles predicted at the relevant length in previous analyses; these are
shown in Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-19: Through thickness profile used to represent a crack which has transitioned from a
surface crack (x co-ordinate corresponds to the half-crack length)

Four discrete surface lengths were analysed: 25, 50, 100, and 150 mm. The results
obtained were expressed in terms of the enhancement factor M (Equation (4-8)) at the
tensile surface, and are presented in Figure 5-20. A contact condition was imposed to
prevent crack faces crossing at the compressive surface.
Figure 5-20 confirms that a through thickness crack is always more severe than a
surface crack having the same surface length. The curved crack geometry is slightly less
severe than a straight fronted crack of the same surface length. This shows that an
assessment of a measured crack should assume that it is through thickness. The worse
case assumption would be to assume a straight fronted crack; however, this is unlikely
to be realistic, and assuming a curved crack front is likely to be more accurate.
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Figure 5-20: Enhancement factor M at tensile surface for different crack geometries under a
bending stress ratio of 360%

5.5.2 Variation of M for long, through thickness cracks with bending stress ratio
The previous results have shown that, for large amounts of bending:
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·

a through thickness crack is more severe than a surface crack of the
same length;

·

crack severity will increase with bending stress ratio;

·

analysis of long cracks should assume a curved (rather than straight)
profile.

This section will now attempt to establish a relationship for predicting the stress
intensity enhancement factor, M, due to bending stress for long, through-thickness
cracks.
Figure 5-21 shows the variation of M with bending stress ratio for a through thickness
crack with a curved profile (as illustrated in Figure 5-19). A series of analyses at
different bending stress ratios were performed and compared to the result for a purely
tensile analysis. These calculations were performed for a crack length of 150 mm, and it
was assumed that M will remain independent of crack length for longer cracks. The
earlier variation of M with crack length shown in Figure 5-20 is considered to be due to
the transition from a situation where the crack is too short to sense the contact condition
at the back face, to one where it becomes fully effective.
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Figure 5-21: Enhancement factor M at tensile surface for a curved through thickness crack in a
flat plate as a function of bending moment.

The dependence of M on crack length can be understood more clearly for a surface
crack. In the limit of a small (e.g. 1 mm) surface crack M would tend to the surface
stress SCF of 4.6 (for a bending stress ratio of 360%). The M value for a 1 mm long
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through crack must tend to this same value. As the crack becomes longer, it becomes
more compliant, and the surface stress intensity becomes increasingly influenced by the
crack opening at all depths along its profile. Eventually, in the case of a through crack in
a very wide plate, it would be expected that M would tend to a steady state value.
Evidence of these trends can be seen in Figure 5-20.
The trend for M to become less than 1.0 at low bending stress ratio (Figure 5-21) could
be influenced by the use of an excessively curved crack front. In practice, crack
curvature would be a function of bending stress ratio, but in these calculations the same
crack profile (the longest profile shown in Figure 5-19) has been used at all bending
stress ratios for the sake of simplicity.
5.6

Influence of large eccentricities in ship structures

The IACS standard (Table 4-1) allows up to 9 mm angular misalignment. In thin plating
this could imply an e/t as high as 1 (assuming t = 9 mm) and, by implication, an
imposed bending stress ratio of 6 by combining Equation (4-1) and Equation (4-4).
Substituting this into Equation (6-2) would suggest an M of 3.5 and a predicted
enhancement in fatigue crack growth rate of more than 40.
This result leads to a suspicion that the simple model is over-estimating the bending
stress which would occur at angular misalignment in the structure. In particular, if
misalignment occurs as “dishing” between frames (as assumed in [22]), for instance in
the deck of a ship, then the bending in the plate would be expected to be substantially
less than in the models used so far. This argument will be tested in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6 – MISALIGNMENT EFFECTS IN GRILLAGE
STRUCTURE
6.1

Grillage finite element model representing ship deck

6.1.1 Geometry
The grillage selected for analysis in this research was designed to give behaviour
representative of a naval ship deck. It consisted of deck plates supported by frames and
longitudinal stiffeners (see Figure 6-1) with the edges restrained from vertical motion to
prevent global bending of the structure.

Symmetrical
20m

7.5m
Symmetrical

Figure 6-1: Model of large representative deck area with imperfections

The deck plates are 10 mm thick; longitudinal stiffeners and transverse frames are
standard admiralty 5-inch T and 7-inch T-sections respectively. The overall structure
(once the effects of symmetry have been taken into account) has a size approximately
corresponding to the deck of a naval frigate.
6.1.2 Misaligned (imperfection) and reference models
Three versions of the grillage structure were analysed. The first, denoted the reference
model, had straight frames and perfectly flat plating. The other two models contained
imperfections, or misalignment, at two different levels – an “average” case and an
“extreme” case. (Details of the levels chosen are given below in section 6.4.)
Historical measurements in ships (reviewed in [27]) have found that structural
imperfection is likely to occur as “dishing” between frames. Therefore, this was the
main type of misalignment which was modelled. The eccentricity of the surface varied
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in both directions according to a sine and cosine function (taken from [27]); at the
deepest point of the more extreme case it approached 9mm, or 0.9t where t is the plate
thickness. The longitudinal stiffeners and transverse frames contained much smaller
eccentricities, generally less than 1 mm. Figure 6-2 illustrates the eccentricity of the
plate surface.

Figure 6-2: Initial plate deformations (in metres) used in Figure 6-1

6.1.3 Loads and boundary conditions
In-plane loading was applied in the longitudinal direction as a displacement of 0.0038m,
applied to the ends of the longitudinal stiffeners and to the edge of the deck. This
loading creates an average membrane stress of 39.3 MPa in the deck.
Symmetry boundary conditions were imposed where indicated in Figure 6-3 in order to
allow only one quarter of the plate to be modelled. At the non-symmetry edges of the
plate of the model the effect of a ship’s side-shell was represented by constraining
movement in the vertical plane (z-direction in Figure 6-3) while permitting the
corresponding rotational degree of freedom (rotation about the x-axis in Figure 6-3).
Finally, the effect of two transverse bulkheads was represented by fixing two transverse
lines (the full width of the model) against movement in the z-direction. These boundary
conditions are depicted in Figure 6-3 below.
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Imposed
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(0.0038m)

Symmetry

Simulated
bulkheads

Key to boundary conditions
Red: no displacement in x/no
rotation about x
Navy: no displacement in
y/no rotation about y
Blue: no displacement in z/no
rotation about z

Symmetry

Figure 6-3: Boundary conditions on grillage model (single arrows denote proscribed
displacements, and double arrows proscribed rotations)

6.1.4 Finite element mesh
The finite element model of the above structure was analysed using ABAQUS. The
basic model was constructed entirely using quadrilateral shell elements (solid elements
were added later to give additional detail in areas of interest). Stiffener webs and flanges
were modelled explicitly, with three or four elements along the web depth and two
across the width of the flange. Initially, 4-noded shells (ABAQUS element S4R) were
used, but 8-noded quadratic shell elements (ABAQUS element S8R) were found to be
superior. Stiffener webs were fully equivalenced at intersections, but flanges were
allowed to pass through an intersecting web; this was chosen to represent the standard
practice of running the stiffener through a hole in the intersecting web and securing it
with a “lug” on each side.
6.1.5 Mesh density
Two levels of global mesh density were tested; the first with two elements across the
width of a bay, and the second with four (i.e. four times as many elements in each bay).
Thereafter, local refinement was used in the bay containing the area of interest to refine
the mesh still further. Figure 6-4 shows the change in result with increasing mesh
density; comparison was performed using the longitudinal membrane and bending stress
at a chosen location. It can be seen that the final density (with local refinement) appears
to give a suitably converged solution; accordingly, this density was retained for the
remainder of the study.
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Figure 6-4: Effect of mesh refinement on longitudinal stress at the chosen point

Longitudinal
stiffeners

Transverse
frames

Figure 6-5: Detail view of final mesh with refinement in bay of interest

6.2

Solid detail modelling

For greater accuracy, and to allow the effects of through-thickness stress gradients to be
properly captured, solid meshes were embedded in the global shell mesh at the area of
interest. The solid region was made sufficiently large that the interface had no effect at
the region of interest; provided that this criterion was met, the results were not very
sensitive to the size of the solid region. The ABAQUS “shell to solid coupling”
algorithm was used to enforce compatibility of displacements across the boundary.
Figure 6-6 illustrates the continuity of stress contours across the interface for an
example model, which demonstrates that the method of enforcing compatibility is valid.
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It was found that this continuity can be improved by refining the shell mesh as it
approaches the interface.

Solid/shell
boundary

Figure 6-6: Un-averaged stress contours across a shell/solid hybrid mesh

The solid regions were generally meshed with four elements through the thickness, with
the surface dimensions chosen to give acceptable aspect ratios.
6.3

Verification of solid detail modelling

To establish the accuracy which could be obtained using the grillage model the
reference model was analysed without the stiffeners in place, creating a centre-cracked
tension (CCT) plate. The normalised stress intensity factors calculated for successive
crack lengths are presented as a function of normalised crack length 2a/W, in Figure
6-7.
1.10
Standard CCT solution
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FEA - solid insert (no stiffeners)
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Figure 6-7: Comparison between reference model (un-stiffened) and standard solution for
centre-cracked plate
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The standard solution for a centre-cracked plate from [4] is also shown. It can be seen
that very good agreement is obtained, comparable to that found for the fully solid model
in section 2.3.6.This result gives confidence in the accuracy of the analysis performed
using the grillage model which is presented in below.
6.4

Analysis of angular misalignment (dishing) in grillage structure

It has already been noted that structural imperfection is likely to occur as “dishing”
between frames, which is consistent with the IACS rules ([22], Table 4-1); and that
simple bending analysis reveals that a dished plate under a plain tension load should
experience the same stress as a plain plate under a bending load (since, as noted in 4.3.2
above, the bending moment at the lowest point is dictated by the applied load and the
depth of the dish/misalignment in each case). Accordingly, dishing between frames was
selected as the appropriate type of structural imperfection on which to test the relevance
of the previous studies on misalignment.
Two levels of imperfection were analysed: the first corresponds to the maximum
permitted imperfection in the IACS rules, and the second to the lowest defined limit in
the “standard” case (Table 4-1). These are represented by the “extreme” and “average”
imperfection models described in section 6.1.2. The corresponding plate eccentricities
(the normal distances between the plate centreline and the reference plane, measured at
the centre of the dish) were 9mm and 4mm, or 0.9t and 0.4t, respectively.
6.4.1 Stress due to misalignment
Table 6-1 shows the longitudinal stress variation through the thickness of the plate,
extracted at the centre of the bay (the point of maximum eccentricity). From Table 6-2 it
is seen that these stresses are much lower then those predicted by the standard formulae
from DNV rules (reproduced above as Equation (4-3) to Equation (4-6)).
Model

Membrane stress (MPa)

Max. bending stress (MPa)

Max. imperfection

39.7

3.34

Average imperfection

40.1

0.182

Reference

39.8

-

Table 6-1: Stress at crack location from each FE model

It was demonstrated in section 4.5 that these formulae, based on the assumption of onedimensional bending, successfully predicted the stress in simple panels with
unsupported edges. In view of this, it is not surprising that such a calculation will give
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highly conservative results for ship details which are surrounded by stiffeners and
supporting structure.
Eccentricity (mm)

Bending stress ratio (FE)

Bending stress ratio (DNV formula)

9

0.084

5.4

4

0.045

2.4

Table 6-2: Bending stress ratio at crack location derived from FE model, compared to that
predicted by standard formulae

6.4.2 Crack growth analysis
In order to analyse the crack growth in such a structure, a solid region was inserted at
the centre of a bay using the method described above. This allowed the thickness of the
plate to be represented explicitly. The solid region was square, occupied approximately
half the width of the bay, and followed the same curvature as the shell elements it
replaced. A central crack with an initial length of 100mm – considered to be the
minimum likely to be detected in a routine inspection - was inserted into each model
(Figure 6-8). The crack was then allowed to grow from both tips towards the edge of the
bay. The level of imperfection, and hence the bending stress, reduces as the crack tip
moves away from the centre of the bay. However, if the crack growth is not too great
then the stress field is reasonably constant over the distance of interest and can
legitimately be taken as a single value. Results below are presented over a length of
160mm out of a total bay width of 500mm; over this range, the variation of K with
crack length is shown to be approximately linear.

Crack location

Figure 6-8: Finite element model with 4mm imperfection and crack inserted
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16.5
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16.0
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Half-crack length a (mm)

Figure 6-9: Stress intensity at more tensile surface for various amounts of imperfection

The crack-tip stress intensity factors are highest (and hence the crack is longest) at the
more tensile surface of the plate. This value, therefore, is considered to be the most
relevant predictor of crack growth. Figure 6-9 presents this result for both imperfection
models, and compares them to a similar analysis which was performed using the
reference model.
It has already been noted that crack growth analyses conducted using Zencrack tend to
show small oscillations in K as the crack grows, attributed to numerical variation
resulting from the forward integration procedure used to predict the crack growth.
Accordingly, best fit lines for each analysis are shown in Figure 6-9. The best fit was
obtained using quadratic polynomials, but it can be seen that the slope is shallow and
that the imperfection results are approximately parallel to the reference solution.
6.5

Axial misalignment in grillage structure

Axial misalignment was modelled by modifying the average imperfection grillage
model: one half of the bay was made flat, and the other half was retained with dishing
(maximum imperfection of 4mm, or 0.4t). This creates an axial misalignment of 0.4t at
the maximum depth. The two plates are connected by a 45-degree filler plate. This is
designed to represent the situation where one part of a ship is imperfect, the other is not
and the two are forced together during assembly. The model thus represents a
combination of axial and angular misalignment; however, it was found that the
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behaviour was dominated by the axial misalignment, which has a much more severe
effect.
This model, including the solid region which was inserted using the same parameters as
for pure imperfection, is depicted in Figure 6-10.
Flat (no
imperfection)

Adjacent bay

Crack location

Transition
Dishing imperfection: maximum
4mm misalignment

Adjacent bay

Figure 6-10: Detail (full width of bay) from model used to analyse combined axial and angular
misalignment

Figure 6-11 shows the stress distribution across a section through the solid region of this
model with no crack present. It can be seen that, if the crack lies in the indicated
orientation, the stress is tensile along the entire crack front.

Intended crack
orientation

Figure 6-11: Stress distribution at solid region mid-plane and crack orientation

A more detailed view of the effect of the “step” transition on the stress field is presented
in Figure 6-12, which plots the stress at each node through the thickness on each side of
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the transition. It can be seen that in this model the stress close to the junction varies
from 78 MPa to -5 MPa. The calculated membrane stress is also shown. The ratio of
bending stress to membrane stress, sb/sa, has a maximum value of 1.14.
6
F lat side
Dished side
Membrane (flat)
Membrane (dished)

Distance from grillage mid-surface (mm)

4
2
0
-10

0
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-2
-4
-6
-8
-10
S tress (MP a)

Figure 6-12: Longitudinal stress variation through thickness on either side of the “step”

As before, a central 100mm long crack was inserted in the solid region and allowed to
grow from both ends towards the edge of the bay. Figure 6-12 shows that, as in the
previous study of axial misalignment, one surface of the plate is in compression. This
creates problems for crack growth analysis because the crack will not grow in a
compressive stress field. The conservative methodology used previously to overcome
this is again adopted, using an angled mesh to place the crack in a positive stress field
along the entire crack front. In this configuration, the crack opens completely along its
length as shown below (Figure 6-13).

Crack tip

Figure 6-13: Deformed shape of cracked model, showing crack tip mesh
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Figure 6-14: K at surface from fully-formed crack shape with fitted line

Figure 6-14 compares the stress intensity calculated at the more tensile surface, with
those presented for dishing imperfection in Figure 6-9. Once again a quadratic
polynomial provides a reasonable fit for the region of interest.
6.6

Stress intensity factor enhancement due to misalignment

As before, the stress intensity factors calculated above were normalised by the reference
solution in order to calculate M, the enhancement factor due to misalignment:

M =

K imperfection

Equation (6-1)

K reference

It was found that M could reasonably be represented by a constant value in each case.
The resulting M calculated for each model is shown in Table 6-3 below:
Model

Eccentricity (mm)

Bending stress ratio (FE)

M

Max. dishing imperfection

9

0.084

1.020

Average dishing imperfection

4

0.045

1.011

Axial misalignment

4

1.14

1.2

Table 6-3: Enhancement factor, M, calculated for imperfections in grillage models
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6.7

Overall conclusions on misalignment in ship structures

6.7.1 Recommended M values for analysis of misalignment
Figure 6-15 shows a compilation of M values from the misaligned panel study in
chapters 4 and 5. Figure 6-16 adds in the results from the misaligned grillage (note that
the scale has been truncated in order to provide more detail at the lower bending stress
ratios). The blue lines shown represent a conservative estimate of M as a function of
bending stress ratio. Although the absolute values of M from the grillage structures are
much smaller, all the results can be described by the same trend. This confirms the
validity of results obtained from panels for grillage-type structures.

Enhancement factor due to misalignment, M

3

2.5

2

y = 0.45x + 0.79
y = 0.24x + 1

1.5

1
Axial mis alignment - angled crack
Angular misalignment - growing crack
Angular misalignment - fixed crack length
Angular misalignment - stiffened plate
R ecommended M

0.5

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

B ending s tress ratio

Figure 6-15: Final recommended M values for analysis of misalignment

Enhancement factor due to misalignment, M

2
1.8
y = 0.45x + 0.79

1.6
y = 0.24x + 1
1.4
1.2
1
New results for
stiffened plate

0.8
0.6

Axial misalignment - angled crack
Angular misalignment - growing crack
Angular misalignment - fixed crack length
Angular misalignment - stiffened plate
4mm (0.4t + axial)
Recommended M

0.4
0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

Bending stress ratio

Figure 6-16: M for grillage analysis compared to results from panel modelling
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Equation (6-2) gives an above-all-points estimate of M as a function of bending stress
ratio. A simple bi-linear fit has been used. This is considered to be more appropriate for
application in a surveying/engineering context, and avoids the dangers inherent in
extrapolation which might be raised by using a more complex function.
For (sb /sa) £ 1

M = 1 + 0.24

sb
sa
Equation (6-2)

For (sb /sa) ³ 1

M = 0.79 + 0.45

sb
sa

The grillage structure was designed to be more relevant to the behaviour of a piece of
structure in a ship than simple panels with symmetry boundary conditions. This work
has shown that the effects of misalignment on crack growth in such structures can be
analysed.
6.7.2 Recommended approach for analysing cracks in misaligned structure
The following methodology is proposed for determining the effect of misalignment on
the stress intensity, and hence the severity, of an observed crack in misaligned plating:
1.

Carry out a realistic structural analysis with plate and shell elements (with
no crack, but including the observed misalignment) to determine the
maximum bending stress induced in the plating by the misalignment.

2.

Select the appropriate enhancement factor M from the polynomials in
Equation (6-2) using the bending stress ratio obtained from the full model;

3.

Use Equation (4-8) to calculate an enhanced stress intensity factor for the
crack;

4.

Use this enhanced value of K in crack growth calculations to obtain the
fatigue life.
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6.8

Conclusions on misalignment work

This chapter has discussed the prediction of fatigue crack growth rates at welded joints
containing axial or angular misalignment. Finite element analysis has been used to
calculate stress intensity factors for through thickness and surface cracks located at the
misaligned weld.
It is concluded that the fatigue crack growth rate of a through thickness crack will
always exceed that of a surface breaking crack with the same surface length. A simple
algorithm has been developed which allows the stress intensity of a crack in a flat plate
to be enhanced by a factor M to take account of the misalignment. The first step is to
calculate the percentage bending stress (compared to the nominal membrane tension
stress) which is generated by the misalignment in the crack free condition.
Simple formulae have been proposed in the literature for calculating the percentage
bending stress at a misaligned joint; but a problem arises in that the allowable angular
misalignment (9mm), combined with the simple model, leads to a very large predicted
percentage bending stress (bending stress as high as six times the membrane stress for 9
mm thick plating). More extensive analysis, including a large area of framed plating,
suggests that the real bending stress is very much less. The reason for this is that the
angular misalignment is only in the plating in the form of inter-frame dishing. Also, the
plating is at the outer fibre of the frame/ plating combination and does not carry the
same bending stress as implied by the simple model.
It is proposed that the assessment of cracks in misaligned ship structure should use the
M values presented here, together with the bending stress generated by a global analysis
on crack free plating containing the observed misalignment.
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CHAPTER 7 – COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
7.1

Description of tests

A series of fatigue crack growth tests on ship steel panels performed by Lang [21]
provides the opportunity to assess the validity of the work described in the previous
chapters. The test pieces were 200mm wide panels, between 9 and 12 mm thick, in
which central cracks were introduced by spark erosion. The tests were then conducted
under cyclic longitudinal tension loading. (A range of R-ratios was used, the details of
which are not the subject of this work.) Some of the panels contained welds in one of
two patterns: transverse or crossing. The three types of specimen are shown in Figure
7-1.
200

200

200

600

1000

Transverse
weld

CL

CL

Crossing
weld
CL

Figure 7-1: Design of fatigue crack test specimens

When the welded test panels were delivered by the shipyard, it was found that many of
them had been distorted by the welds and contained misalignments of up to 40mm over
1m length (Figure 7-2). This gave the opportunity to validate the analysis of misaligned
plating which was performed in previous chapters.
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Figure 7-2: Misalignment in test pieces

Direct crack growth analysis and prediction of crack growth rates based on uncracked
stress analysis combined with enhancement factors were both performed. These
analyses are summarised in below.
Test simulated

Type

e

Extent

Analysis

Solid

5mm

Between grips

Crack growth

Shell

5mm

Between grips

Uncracked

Shell

12.7mm

Between grips

Uncracked

Shell

6mm

Between grips

Uncracked

Shell

8mm

Between grips

Uncracked

Shell

18.7mm

Grips modelled

Uncracked

109

78

108

Table 7-1: Analyses of misaligned crack growth tests

7.2

Crack growth predictions

7.2.1 Treatment of non-linearity
The degree of misalignment found in the specimens (Table 7-1) is in excess of the
maximum permitted by IACS [22]. The applied longitudinal tension loading gave the
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configuration depicted in Figure 4-17 (angular misalignment); however, it was found
that the eccentricity in these panels was such that the induced bending moment reduced
significantly during the load cycle (the straightening of the specimen under load meant
that the final eccentricity was significantly less than the unloaded case, with a
consequent change to the bending moment). The problem is therefore non-linear
geometrically and required an incremental solution to determine the applied stress
intensity at maximum load. (Plasticity is not generally developed in the tests, except in
the immediate locality of the crack tip where it is accounted for by the stress intensity
equations, and therefore non-linear material properties were not required.)
Fortunately, ABAQUS is well suited to non-linear analysis, while the Zencrack
software simply interprets the final FE solution and is not concerned with the method of
its derivation. The method used to analyse the tests, therefore, was not different in kind
to that used previously – it is simply more sophisticated. Continuity is therefore
maintained with the previous sections.
7.2.2 Direct crack growth analysis
The specimen selected for direct analysis had an eccentricity of 5 mm and a thickness of
9mm. Using Equation (4-4), the bending stress ratio was calculated as 0.89; this implies
a large difference in crack growth rate between the more and less tensile surfaces. The
methodology described in chapter 5 for analysing such a case, in which the analysis was
progressed in steps with narrow ligaments carrying a stress higher than yield assumed to
fail by ductile tearing, was again adopted (with the addition of the geometrically nonlinear analysis described above). This analysis is time consuming but effective, and the
crack was progressed for a substantial length. Figure 7-3 shows a typical example, with
the longitudinal stress superimposed on the cracked mesh (the section shown is taken at
the crack plane). The red colour indicates a stress above yield.
Figure 7-4 shows the relevant fatigue test piece, sectioned at the crack plane, after the
test has been completed. The red dye sprayed into the crack during testing to visualise
the crack growth means that successive crack profiles can be seen clearly. The blue box
in Figure 7-4 indicates the region of the section corresponding to Figure 7-3; note that
the innermost edge of this region lies on the plate centre-line. It is also apparent from
Figure 7-4 that the crack growth was not equal at the left and right tips; this might be
due to a small asymmetry in the test set-up or to unevenness in the weld profile.
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Less tensile surface

Intact
metal

Crack face
More tensile surface
Crack front

Figure 7-3: Section through finite element model of spec 109 at crack plane

Long side

Short side

More tensile surface

Figure 7-4: Test specimen 109 after test: section at crack plane

Comparing Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4, the following qualitative observations can be
made:
·

the finite element analysis has predicted the shape of the crack
reasonably accurately;

·

the difference between the two surfaces is captured, but the curvature at
the more tensile surface is slightly under-predicted;

·

the asymmetrical crack growth is clearly not predicted by the finite
element model, which was constructed using symmetry at the plate
centreline.

The crack growth rate observed in the experiment is compared to that predicted by the
finite element analysis in Figure 7-5. The length at the left and right tips in the test has
been averaged at each surface in order to allow comparison with the symmetrical finite
element model. (Note that in this test the crack length was measured visually with the
aid of a ruler; the accuracy of this method is estimated to be approximately 2mm. This
explains the apparent reduction in the crack length between 250,000 and 300,000
cycles. In later tests a travelling microscope was used to measure the crack length; the
accuracy of this method is estimated at better than 0.1 mm.)
The predicted fatigue crack growth at the more tensile surface (where the crack is
longer) shows excellent agreement with the test result. At the less tensile surface there is
more of a difference, but the comparison is still very good. The effect of the manual
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advancement of the crack in the finite element model at that surface can be seen in the
stepwise nature of the relevant line in Figure 7-5; however, overall this method of
modelling the crack growth is shown to give very good results, despite the
approximations inherent in the choice of how much of the ligament will tear. It is
concluded that the overall crack growth is mainly driven by the more tensile surface.
100.0
Finite element - inner surface

90.0

Half-crack length a (mm)

80.0
70.0

Finite element - outer surface
Test (average crack length) - inner surface
Test (average crack length) - outer surface

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
0.0E+00 5.0E+04 1.0E+05 1.5E+05 2.0E+05 2.5E+05 3.0E+05 3.5E+05
Cycles

Figure 7-5: Predicted and observed crack growth in specimen 109

The test result was averaged across the two tips to produce Figure 7-5. Therefore, the
accuracy of the prediction of a single crack tip is not as good as that implied by the
figure. It is clearly important to establish the size of the difference.
Long side

a1

Short side

Figure 7-6: Representation of asymmetric crack geometry for Isida solution

The observed crack growth is shown schematically in Figure 7-6. A solution for the
stress intensity at the tip of an asymmetric crack is given by Isida [28]. Using this
solution, the actual stress intensity at either of the test crack tips can be inferred for any
crack length. Comparing this inferred K with that calculated by the (symmetrical) FEA
at the same crack length (K(a1)test vs. K(a)FEA, where a1=a) gives a measure of the
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significance of the symmetry assumption to the apparent accuracy observed in Figure
7-5.
This comparison is made in Figure 7-7, with Ktest inferred from the longer crack tip. The
first measurement for this tip was made at a half-length (a1) of 31 mm, by which length
the finite element solution had already calculated a number of results. However, there is
a range of lengths for which both Ktest and KFEA are available. In this range, good
agreement can still be seen; the difference is approximately 10%. This good agreement
between symmetrical FEA and asymmetrical test shows that the error introduced by
averaging the crack tips (i.e. by treating the test crack as if it were symmetrical) is
small, justifying the comparison made in Figure 7-5.
50.0
Finite element - inner surface
Test - inner surface, long side

45.0
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0.5
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0.0
0.0
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Half-crack length a (mm)

Figure 7-7: Specimen 109: K inferred from test (corrected for asymmetry) vs. K from FEA

7.2.3 Crack growth prediction using stress analysis and derived formulae
As a further comparison, crack growth predictions were made for two test specimens
(109 and 78) using the method described in 6.7.2. The bending stress ratio was derived
using a nonlinear shell analysis containing the measured misalignment, a procedure
which can be performed readily.

The results were then used to calculate the

enhancement factor, M, from Equation (6-2). The bending stress ratio and
corresponding M for both tests is given in Table 7-2.
Test specimen

Misalignment
(mm)

Bending stress
ratio

M

109

5

0.89

1.21

78

6

0.84

1.202

Table 7-2: Finite element analysis of misaligned fatigue tests
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It is known that stress intensity factor, K, can be calculated very accurately for an
axially loaded centre-cracked panel using the applied far-field stress and the geometry
factor from a standard solution (e.g. Equation (2-3)). This K was factored up by M from
Table 7-2 in each case; the result was then used in the Paris Law (Equation (2-1)) to
predict crack growth rates. The crack growth constants from [20] were used in the
calculation.
200
Specimen 109 (whole crack length) - inner surface
180

Prediction (specimen 109) using M
Specimen 78 (whole crack length) - inner surface

Whole crack length 2a (mm)
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Figure 7-8: Comparison of actual and predicted crack growth in misaligned plates

These two crack growth predictions are compared with the test results in Figure 7-8 for
the inner face of the specimen (longer crack length). There is excellent agreement
between the predicted and actual crack growth rates for both specimens. (Similarly good
agreement was obtained in the analysis of specimen 108.)
7.2.4 Conclusions from comparison with test results
The excellent agreement demonstrated above is considered to validate the general
method of modelling crack fronts which has been outlined in this thesis, using FEA to
determine the stress intensity factor and paying attention to the crack front shape. In
addition, this comparison validates the specific work on predicting the effect of
misalignment which was presented in chapters 4-6.
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CHAPTER 8 – CRACKS REPAIRED BY COMPOSITE PATCHES
8.1

Introduction to composite patch repairs

Composite patch repair is a promising repair technique in which a laminated (usually
carbon-fibre reinforced plastic, or CFRP) doubler patch is bonded across the cracked
plate. Such a non-intrusive repair is very attractive as an in-service or temporary repair
in which the main driver is to ensure safety while minimising unplanned down-time, but
some studies suggest that much longer-lived repairs are possible.
This chapter begins by reviewing the relevant literature, before discussing the use of the
analytical techniques described in this research to analyse and predict the effectiveness
of composite patch repairs.
8.2

Review of relevant literature

8.2.1 Scope
The important findings from the literature review are reported under the following
headings:
·

numerical analysis

·

solutions for K

·

use of patching in other industries

·

materials and techniques

·

experimental results

·

service experience

·

design of patches

It is noted that the literature in this field is constantly evolving; this review is considered
to be substantially complete at the time of writing.
8.2.2 Numerical Analysis
The numerical analysis of patched cracks has been widely studied; salient points are
described below.
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General modelling approaches
A finite element model of a patched, cracked plate must somehow represent the three
components of the repair (plate, patch and adhesive). Such a model can be constructed
using four possible approaches:
1. 3-D model constructed using solid elements;
2. 2-D plan-form model using layers of plate elements;
3. 2-D model of a longitudinal cross-section through the patched plate using plane
strain elements;
4. 3-D boundary elements.
These approaches are used with various degrees of refinement in the studies which were
reviewed. Clearly the fully 3-D approach is potentially the most accurate, but it is also
the most computationally expensive; this explains the popularity of 2-D approaches,
which allow the phenomena being studied to be represented in detail for a much smaller
cost. Kruegar et al. [29] compare the first and third approaches, and conclude that 2-D
generalised plane stress and plane strain analyses show reasonable accuracy as upper
and lower bounds of the 3-D solution. Nevertheless, solid and 2-D plan-form models
(the “three-layer technique”) seem to be most widely used (for example, Reference [30]
in the former case and References [32], [33] and [34]). Boundary elements are used to
analyse the related (but distinct) problem of repairs to airframes by the aerospace group
at QinetiQ Farnborough [35].
Representation of the adhesive layer
The compliance of the adhesive layer has the potential to influence both the behaviour
of the patched plate, and the fatigue crack propagation rate. (The related issue of
debonding is treated below.) All of the studies which were reviewed represented this
compliance in some way. The following approaches were noted, in approximate order
of frequency:
1. a layer of very thin solid elements in a 3-D model (for example [30]);
2. a layer of plate elements in a plan-view 2-D model, with the interface between
the layers imposed by constraint equations (for example [32], [33]);
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3. several rows of plane stress or plane strain elements in a through-thickness 2-D
model ([29], [36]);
4. constraint equations between 2-D elements representing the plate and patch,
without explicit modelling of the adhesive [37];
5. one-dimensional spring elements between layers of solid or plate elements
([35]).
Clearly the method of bond-line modelling depends to some extent on the choice of
modelling approach, and may even dictate it; nevertheless considerable variation is
possible; for example, methods 1, 4 and 5 could all be used with a 3D model of the
patch and plate. Method 1 is the most powerful and versatile, but requires the use of
very thin elements in the bond line and therefore of refined meshes in the crack tip
region; this increases the computational run-time, which is the biggest disadvantage of
this approach. Method 4 has the disadvantage that it will not predict the stress or strain
in the adhesive, which is potentially of interest even if debonding is not to be studied;
method 5 may suffer from a similar deficiency, and also appears to be laborious and
time-consuming to implement. Schubbe and Mall describe the 3-layer technique as an
improvement on the elastic springs approach [32].
Debonding
Debonding between the patch and the plate is widely analysed and investigated.
Experimental evidence for debonding is discussed in 8.2.6; such evidence allows a
characteristic shape to be calculated for a given loading. This can be simply introduced
into a model by removing the appropriate bond line elements or constraint equations.
Schubbe and Mall [32] demonstrated that this procedure improved agreement with
experimental results in a three-layer 2-D model, provided that a correction was included
to take account of the increased compliance introduced by the disbond.
Colombi et al. [33] took this further by using the same modelling technique to predict
debonding, by treating it as a crack growing between the adhesive and the steel. The
strain energy release rate along the debond was calculated using the Modified Virtual
Crack Closure Technique (MVCCT), and this was used to predict the growth of the
debond front. Colombi et al. predicted that the growth of the disbond is not significantly
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influenced by the patch stiffness or thickness, but that a thinner adhesive layer resulted
in larger disbonded areas and consequently in less effective reinforcement.
Hoyt et al. [38] conducted similar analysis using a through-thickness generalised plane
strain model, and predicted bond failure using the von Mises shear strain in the
adhesive.
The significance of debonding to fatigue growth is considered by Naboulsi and Mall
[39] among others.
Methods of Calculating K
The chosen method of calculating the crack tip stress intensity seems to vary widely,
even between users of the same modelling technique and FE software. Modified Crack
Closure (MCC) and its variants (e.g. MVCCT) are commonly used to estimate K from
G, the strain energy release rate. Crack tip opening displacements are used less
commonly, as is the ABAQUS J contour integral calculation for G.
Crack front modelling
Focussed meshes, which put many elements in the region of the crack tip, are widely
used; it is common but not universal to use a fan shape, leading to collapsed elements at
the crack tip, but this is clearly disadvantageous if crack propagation is to be analysed
because of the effort required to re-mesh the model at every crack length.
Most studies have investigated a straight crack front through the thickness of the
specimen. This is necessary in a 2-D solution, although as described above Schubbe and
Mall [32] obtained a much improved experimental correlation by using an empirical
correction. The crack length in the FE model was increased to take account of the
difference between experimental crack lengths at the midplane and un-patched face,
giving an “effective crack length”. This correction increased with crack length.
3-D analysis allows explicit modelling of complex crack front shapes, but most studies
do not seem to have taken account of this, perhaps because the construction of a refined
mesh around such a shape is not trivial. Seo and Lee [30] studied the effect of a skewed
(linear) crack front with the crack longer at the un-patched face. This study looked at
single sided patch, and therefore the analysis included the effects of out-of-plane
bending which creates a much higher stress intensity at the un-patched face. As
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expected, they found that the use of a skewed front reduces the difference in stress
intensity between the faces, and that it tends to lead to more accurate results. However,
this was found to be less significant than choosing the most appropriate method for
averaging the stress intensity across the crack front. Lee then developed this finding and
found good agreement by analysing the actual crack front shape [31].
Effective stress intensity
In the case of a 3-D solution, it is common to use a simple average of the stress
intensities through the thickness in order to obtain a single effective stress intensity.
Frequently, no justification for this approach is presented. Seo and Lee quantitatively
compare a number of different approaches, and suggest that a Root Mean Square (RMS)
average of K through the thickness, and the mean of K values between un-patched face
and mid-point, should be considered as lower and upper bounds of the effective stress
intensity factor. Poole et al. [35] presents a similar but more sophisticated approach,
where the RMS average of K along a curved crack front is calculated by integrating K
with respect to fractional distance along the crack front.
Thermal effects
Some authors (for example [32]) suggest that it is important to model the thermal effects
of the patch curing and bonding process, in order to capture the effects of residual
thermal stress in the plate. However, this does introduce considerable extra
computational effort and needs to be considered carefully.
8.2.3 Solutions for K
A number of analytical solutions have been proposed for the analysis of patched plates.
Some of these appear useful, others make assumptions which are not relevant to the
situation which is the focus of this study.
As well as the analytical solutions, several empirical “rules of thumb” have also been
proposed for designing patches. It is not suggested that these will be appropriate unless
the materials and patch configurations are the same as those under consideration (for the
purpose of this thesis, the problem studied in this work); however the methodology may
be able to be adapted.
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Analytical solution: Kim & Lee
Kim and Lee [40], propose an analytical solution, making the following assumptions:
·

the patch material is isotropic (required by the solution derivation; in
presented calculation, the patch is treated as having E = 51 MPa and ν =
0.3);

·

the patch material has the same Poisson’s ratio as plate material
(required);

·

the plate and patch have infinite width (required by the solution
derivation);

·

there is no out-of-plane bending (required by the solution derivation);

·

there is no debonding;

·

the stress condition is plane strain.

It is suggested that these assumptions render the solution unsuitable for the problem
considered in this work.
Analytical solution: Rose
Rose [41] developed a mathematical model based on bridging of the crack by the patch
fibres. He and colleagues have published on this extensively. The main implication is
that, in the limiting case of a long crack, the stress intensity will asymptote to a limiting
value which is independent of the crack length.
Comparison with experiment and FE studies shows a reasonable correlation with the
theory in this limiting case. However, it is not clear how often this limit will be reached
in practical situations.
Design rules: Jones and Chiu
Jones and Chiu [42] propose a set of design rules derived from Rose’s equations. Thus
far, this author has been unable to reproduce their results using the equations as
presented. Jones [43] again considers that these equations are only important in the
limiting case.
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Log-linear Relationship
An alternative view is that, for short cracks which have not reached the limiting case
described by Rose, the effect of the patch is primarily due to stress reduction (rather
than crack-bridging). This allows much simpler analysis to be used.
Jones et al [44] propose that, within certain limits, the behaviour of short and medium
length cracks can be described using a simple log-linear law; while Reference [44] does
not explicitly consider patching, the author proposes to apply the relationship to a crack
under a patch.
This methodology allows the design of a patch by using simple structural analysis to
calculate the stress reduction in the gross section of the plate produced by the patch. The
crack growth after N cycles can then be predicted by scaling the results from an unpatched crack by the cube of the stress reduction ratio:
ln (a ) = b × N × (DS ) 3 + ln (a0 )

Equation (8-1)

where a0 is the initial crack length, b is an experimental factor obtained from a
comparable un-patched crack, and DS is the ratio of patched stress to un-patched stress.
The problem of obtaining a comparable un-patched stress intensity factor would remain
to be resolved, and the determination of the stress reduction might not be trivial for a
complex structure.
Rule of thumb: Rao, Singh et al.
A simple design rule of thumb is proposed in Reference [45]:

[

Min W patch × L patch × s u patch ,W patch × L patch × t u adhesive
³ [Factor of safety ] × s u plate × a × t plate

]

Equation (8-2)

for patch of area W x L and strength su, and a plate of thickness t containing a crack of
half-length a. This method aims to recover the strength lost by the cracking of the plate,
and therefore is not directly relevant to the current research programme; however the
explicit inclusion of a factor of safety is noteworthy.
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Application to fatigue life: Duong and Wang
Duong and Wang [46] propose a method for translating a stress intensity factor
(obtained using a procedure such as Rose’s analysis, or from FE analysis) into a value
suitable for use in fatigue life predictions. Essentially this addresses the problem of
through-thickness variation in the stress intensity factor. They propose the use of the
average Kmod, defined by:

K mod = K max + (1 - 3 )

Kb
K rms
K max

Equation (8-3)

where Kb, Kmax and Krms respectively represent the stress intensities calculated from
bending stress, maximum stress, and the root mean square average of K along the crack
front.
8.2.4 Use of patching in other industries
Composite patching is widely established in the aircraft industry – Reference [47]
estimates that there are over 10,000 flying patches installed around the world. The vast
majority of these patches are installed on non-critical secondary structure. Much of the
work in this area has been done in Australia by the DSTO – an overview is presented in
[48]. Baker [48] describes the conventional assumptions made for the approval of such a
patch repair; usually, a fail-safe approach is taken in which no credit is given to the
patch for increasing strength or reducing crack growth and inspection intervals remain
as if there were no patch (value is then derived by consistently deferring the need for a
permanent repair at each inspection). Baker also describes the steps which were taken to
ensure approval for a safety-critical repair to the primary structure of a fighter aircraft.
The steps included fatigue analysis, comparable testing of bond quality, and inspection
or through-life monitoring (a “smart patch”). A case history is described in [49].
Interest has also been shown in the civil engineering industry, primarily for repair of
bridges. CFRP has been used for strengthening of concrete beams on the tension side,
and is also being explored for repairing cracked steel members. This was the field that
interested Colombi et al. [33]. Righiniotis et al. [50] have also studied such
configurations.
The studies reviewed seemed mainly to consider patches applied to flat areas of metal.
However, some use on slightly more complex structure has been observed – for
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example, Grabovac [51] describes the analysis and application of a patch across a weld
at the base of a step in the deck of ship superstructure, with a taper of 15 degrees, where
a recurring crack was welded and then patched (for strengthening and to inhibit growth
in the event of re-opening). A similar configuration was repaired on the Type 21 frigate
HMS Active [52] by the then Admiralty Marine Technology Establishment (AMTE).
Jones et al. [42] also note the case of patch repairs applied to surface cracks in the
landing wheels of fighter aircraft.
8.2.5 Materials and techniques
Aerospace industry materials
As described above, most of the research effort in patching applications has been
directed by the aircraft industry. In this industry the substrate is usually aluminium. For
the patch, Boron fibre is usually preferred; its high specific stiffness enables the use of
much thinner and lighter patches than CFRP, with a consequent improvement in the
aircraft performance, and this is held to outweigh its high cost.
A feature of this combination of materials is that the patch material is more than double
the plate stiffness – unidirectional BFRP typically has a Young’s modulus of around
208 GPa, compared to 70 GPa for aluminium. This means that it is very easy to match
the stiffness of the patch and plate, so that in the case of a one-sided patch the neutral
axis for out-of-plane bending will coincide with the bond line.
Marine patch materials
It is significant that for applications in which weight is less critical, such as the marine
and civil engineering industries, CFRP patches have generally been preferred. CFRP is
less stiff than boron, but is much cheaper. In every case unidirectional CFRP appears to
have been chosen, with the fibres aligned to the loading; although it is unclear whether
this is based on scientific evidence or on instinct. Such an alignment gives E11 of 110160 GPa, stiffer than aluminium (which is also widely used in ship construction) but
less stiff than steel.
An excellent case study is presented by Grabovac et al. [36], [51]. He describes in detail
the development, application and monitoring of a CFRP patch repair to the deck of
HMAS Sydney. The ship is aluminium, and therefore the numerical results cannot be
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compared directly with those obtained in this work; nevertheless, the material and
techniques used are of interest.
The patch applied in that program used unidirectional high-strength carbon fibre cloth,
with E1 of 230 GPa and weight of 300 g/m2. 25 plies were used in the patch. An epoxy
vinyl ester resin was used for the matrix; factors in the choice included toughness,
impact resistance, matrix elongation to be greater than that of the fibres, and the effects
of thermal expansion disparity between the deck and the patch. A sacrificial layer of
GRP was also added to protect the patch from environmental effects.
Unidirectional CFRP was also selected in the repair to HMS Active conducted by
AMTE [52]. Again this repair was applied to an aluminium deck. In this case, 6 plies of
unidirectional CFRP tape were used.
Application techniques
References [51] and [52] provide the main detailed study of practical application
techniques relevant to the ships. (In aerospace, for example, it is common to hollow the
surface before applying the patch so as to retain a smooth aerodynamic surface.) In the
demonstration repair to HMAS Sydney, the surface was prepared by grit blasting. The
patch was formed by resin infusion through dry fibre preforms under a vacuum bag, and
cured overnight. The adhesive and patch were then co-cured using Joule heating
(passing electric current through the carbon fibres) which raised the temperature to
around 75°C; this was considered to give improved bond strength.
By contrast, in Reference [52] a much simpler hand lay-up technique was used, with the
resin cured under cover at 25°C. Allan also notes that the surface was prepared by
completely gouging out the crack and re-welding, before surface preparation by gritblasting and application of a priming agent.
Pre-tensioning
Colombi et al. (References [33], [53], [54]) have studied the effect of applying pretension to uni-directional carbon fibres before bonding them over the crack (on both
sides of the plate). Clear benefits have been demonstrated experimentally and
analytically. However, practical difficulties might be encountered in implementing this
technique in a confined space.
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8.2.6 Experimental Results
Fatigue life
There is wide agreement that patching improves fatigue life. However, the range of
materials, geometries and quantities studied varies widely. The tables below summarise
results obtained for various materials. Results are presented as a ratio of patched to unpatched fatigue life; where a range is reported, this usually represents the upper and
lower bounds obtained from a parametric study.
Study
Schubbe &
Mall [32]
Tsai & Shen
[55]

Plate thickness Patch thickness

Loading

Improvement (Range)

6.35mm

2.3-2.8 mm

+-120 MPa

5.75 - 3.93

3.175 mm

1.15-1.4 mm

+-120 MPa

7.9-6.29

2.642mm

11.43 mm

110 MPa, R=0.1

0.73 *

2.642mm

11.43 mm

110 MPa, R=0.1

2.78 +

* 1-sided patching
+
2-sided patching

Table 8-1: Fatigue life extension due to BFRP patch on aluminium plate
Study

Plate thickness Patch thickness

Loading

Improvement (Range)

Chung &
Yang [55]

6mm

2.5mm

30.66 MPa,
R=0.1*

5.74 - 4.02

Lee & Seo
[30]

10mm

1mm

45 MPa R=0.1

6.67 - 3.67

* SEN specimen

Table 8-2: Fatigue life extension due to CFRP patch on aluminium plate
Study
Abdul-Salam
et al [57]

Plate thickness Patch thickness

Improvement (Range)

6mm

NOT STATED

10 MPa R=0.3

3 - 2.2

6mm

NOT STATED

10 MPa, R=0.6

1.5

1.2mm

80 MPa, R=0.4

3*

12mm-24mm

100MPa, R=0

3.8 - 2.2

Colombi et al
CFRP (174/216)
[53]
Dalzel-Job et
al [58]

Loading

15mm

*Factor for specimen without pre-tension applied

Table 8-3: Fatigue life extension due to CFRP patch on steel plate
Study
Rao et al. [45]

Plate thickness Patch thickness
1.5mm

1.4mm

Loading

Improvement (Range)

0.44 MPa, R=0.1*

91 - 61

* SEN specimen

Table 8-4: Fatigue life extension due to GRP patch on SEN aluminium plate

In Table 8-1, it will be seen that Shen and Tsai found that a single-sided patch reduced
the fatigue life of the plate. This result is very unusual, and the reason is not understood.
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The results of a study by Chung and Yang are presented in Table 8-2. This result is
considered to be of interest, but is not directly comparable with the other studies
because of the choice of specimen: a Single Edge Notch (SEN) specimen was tested
under mixed-mode loading, instead of the usual centre-cracked tension fatigue test. The
findings should therefore be treated with caution.
In addition to the data presented in Table 8-3, it may also be noteworthy that Colombi et
al. observed that the fatigue life extension increased to a factor of up to 16 when pretension was applied to the patch.
Finally, Table 8-4 presents the results of a purely experimental study by Rao et al. [45]
This study is notable for a number of reasons: firstly for the composition of the patch
(two plies of GRP, applied by hand lay-up); secondly for the configuration of the crack
(a SEN specimen, with the notch introduced as blunt-ended saw cut rather than a sharp
crack); and finally for the size of the improvement which was observed, an order of
magnitude greater than that seen in other studies. The range reported in Table 8-4
represents experimental scatter rather than parametric variation. At this stage, the reason
for such a large improvement is not fully understood.
Substrate strain reduction
In the case of the HMAS Sydney repair, strain gauges were used to monitor the
performance of the patch. Strain reductions of approximately 18% were identified under
the patch, and corresponding strain increases were noted beyond the ends (in the
direction perpendicular to the crack) [36]. (In specimen tests carried out prior to
application, the strain in the aluminium was reduced by approximately 50% [51].)
Debonding
A number of studies report observing some degree of debonding, but in general it does
not seem to be a significant problem. Schubbe and Mall [32], in their study of BFRPAluminium patches, observed debonding once the crack grew beyond 90-100mm
(corresponding to a/W greater than 0.6). Near to failure (a/W around 0.86) an elliptical
disbonded area was observed, with the long axis along the length of the crack. (It may
be noteworthy that this study was conducted using stiffness ratios close to 1, so that the
neutral axis of bending coincided with the adhesive layer.) Debonding ahead of the
crack tip was also observed by Colombi et al. [53], who propose that the disbonded area
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can be described by an ellipse with an aspect ratio of 1/5 and proceed to model and
predict the growth of this area. Finally, Naboulsi and Mall [39] studied and quantified
the effects of artificially-induced disbonds on fatigue life.
8.2.7 Service Experience
Reference [36] notes that the deck patch on HMAS Sydney was still in place after 7
years, and no cracking has been observed in that time.
Reference [48] lists case histories for a number of aircraft patches; the observation that
bond durability has rarely been a problem is interest.
There is considerable experience within the UK Royal Navy, as indicated by [59] and
[60], but this is not generally in the public domain. [59] is the first description identified
of a patch applied to a ship in service. It appears from [60] that a considerable number
of patches have been applied to Royal Navy vessels (notably Type 21 frigates and Type
42 destroyers) over a period of around 30 years. However, little if any information has
been gathered about their effectiveness and there is no indication of any analytical input
to the design.
Reference [60] also describes patches applied to floating production, storage and
offshore vessels (FPSOs) used in the oil and gas industry. Once again, no information is
given regarding their long-term effectiveness.
8.2.8 Design of patches – theory and practice
Various studies propose ideal parameters for patch design; unfortunately, there seems to
be little agreement.
Kumar and Hakeem [47] report an extensive parametric study of patch shape parameters
for a centre-cracked panel using FEA. They found that:
·

patch thickness is the most important parameter for K reduction;

·

the most effective plan-form was a “skewed” shape consisting of two
trapezoids joined at the short edge; ideal parameters (ratios of side
lengths) for the skew are reported;

·

the second most effective shape was a rectangular patch;
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·

the optimum rectangular patch has a width (along the crack line) as great
as possible, but a length (perpendicular to the crack line) equal to the
length of the crack.

It should be noted that the first finding contrasts with [58], and with other published
papers (below); the use of a double-sided patch configuration in [47] may be significant.
It is also considered unlikely that, in a marine application, the saving in material from
using a skewed design would be worth the additional laminating effort. However, the
proposed dimensions of a rectangular patch are interesting.
In contrast to the first finding above, Colombi et al. [33] found that doubling of patch
thickness reduced the SIF in the plate by only 16%. The difference in plate stiffness
(Reference [47] studied a 3mm aluminium plate, [33] used 10mm thick steel) may be
significant, since the patch will take more stress out of a more flexible plate. Both
studies made use of double-sided patches, thereby eliminating bending; but in each case,
the patch and plate were significantly thinner than those studied in this work (of the
order of 1-2 mm of unidirectional CFRP on each side). Despite the difference, it is
noteworthy that both studies, and particularly Reference [32], predict an improvement
produced by such thin patches.
Schubbe and Mall [32] studied asymmetric patches (BFRP on aluminium)
experimentally; it was found that small increases in patch thickness (of the order of
30%) did increase fatigue life; however, again bending was very small because the
patch-plate stiffness ratio was only 1.3 for the thicker patch. Patch length was found to
improve fatigue life for thin panels (approx. 3mm) but was not significant not for thick
panels (approx. 6mm), again in contrast to the work of Kumar and Hakeem [47]. Chung
and Yang [56] go further and suggest an optimum patch length - 1.5 times crack length.
This result was derived from CFRP/aluminium; it also used a SEN test specimen (rather
than centre-cracked) as noted above, so the findings must be treated with caution.
An interesting design feature is that studied by Colombi et al - narrow patches applied
across the ends of the crack only. For a long crack, this would allow a significant
reduction in the amount of material used; the comparative effect of this design does not
appear to have been quantified.
Patch taper is universally agreed to reduce peel stresses at the back of the patch,
although many analytical studies do not in fact represent this.
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8.2.9 Summary of key findings from review

Numerical modelling
The effect of the adhesive layer should be modelled
Five methods for doing this have been identified
Thermal expansion during cure may be important, and can be analysed
Analytical methods
Several promising predictive methods have been identified
Patch life extension
Bonded patch repairs almost always extend fatigue life significantly
For laboratory specimens, fatigue life extension of 3-6 times is typical
Advance prediction of actual life extension is uncertain
Practical applications
Patches can be, and have been, qualified for use on critical structure
Durability does not appear to be a significant problem
Areas for further research
The effects of thickness and stiffness are uncertain
The value of considering thermal effects from cure should be determined
Use of unidirectional patch lay-ups for ship applications should be assessed
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8.3

Analysis

In order to establish the effectiveness of patch repairs, and to provide the capability to
design repairs for safety-critical structures, it is necessary to be able to analyse the
behaviour of a patch repair and to predict its effectiveness in reducing the crack growth
rate. The approach developed in this research was applied to the problem of predicting
the growth of a crack under a patch repair.
The literature review identified a number of methods of analysing a patched crack.
Some fully modelled the patch and bond with solid elements, while others used
idealisations to represent their effects. For practical purposes, it is suggested that
idealisations which avoid the use of large numbers of small solid elements have many
advantages, but that some of the idealisations proposed above are too complex for
practical implementation in designing repairs to ship structures. Therefore, it was
decided to employ the simplest idealisation of all, by modelling the effects of the patch
as a set of applied loads. A relevant test was selected in order to validate the results.
8.3.1 Equivalent load idealisation
The patch reduces the stress in the plate, causing the crack to grow more slowly. This
effect can be represented relatively simply by modifying the loads applied to an FE
model of a steel plate to produce the same stresses at the crack location as those which
would be calculated with the patch in place (Figure 8-1). In this way the effect of
patching the cracked steel can be analysed without the need to include the patch and
adhesive in the finite element model. This gives a considerable saving in computational
and modelling effort.

Figure 8-1: Equivalent load model of patched plate
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Figure 8-2: Finite element model of steel plate using equivalent load technique

The FE model is shown in Figure 8-2. The double symmetry of the test panel is
exploited by modelling only one quarter of the specimen. The model is constructed in
ABAQUS [7] using 20-noded brick elements, which allows the variation of stress
through the thickness of the plate to be represented accurately. The mesh density is
increased in the region of the crack tip.
A combined axial force and bending moment, equivalent to the loading experienced
under the patch, is applied to the end of the test piece. A constraint equation (known as
a multi-point constraint or MPC) is used to distribute the loads over the cross section of
the model.
8.3.2 Crack modelling
A crack is represented in the FE model shown in Figure 8-2 using the method described
in previous chapters.

Figure 8-3: Section through plate at crack plane showing Zencrack mesh (a) initial crack and
(b) developed crack

The bending loads in the steel causes the stress to vary across the plate thickness.
Therefore, the stress intensity is higher towards the more tensile surface, and the crack
tends to grow into a curved shape. If this is modelled simply as a straight crack front the
stress intensity solution is less accurate, as discussed in 8.2.2; hence, as discussed
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elsewhere, using the Zencrack software to predict the new crack shape allowed for a
much more accurate solution.
8.4

Fatigue test of patch repair

A fatigue test of a crack repaired by a composite patch was conducted by QinetiQ [58],
[61]. Two steel plates of length 900mm (plus extra length allowed for the test machine
hydraulic grips), width 140mm and thickness 15mm were prepared with a spark-eroded
notch in the centre to act as a crack-starter. The depth of the notch was the full thickness
of the plate. These plates were fatigue tested under fully reversed loading at 1.67 Hz.
One plate, the control specimen, was tested until failure. The other was removed from
the test machine after the crack had grown to a length of 50mm. A CFRP patch,
consisting of layers of CFRP pre-preg consolidated under a vacuum and cured using
heater blankets, was bonded to one surface of the plate (Figure 8-4). The ends of the
patch were tapered to reduce peel stresses.
25 mm
15 mm

140 mm

75 mm

466 mm

142 mm

142 mm

75 mm

Figure 8-4: Schematic of patched test piece

After the patch had cured, the plate was then returned to the test machine and fatigue
cycling resumed until the test was stopped with the crack at a length of 86mm.
8.5

Results

8.5.1 Test Results – patched and un-patched
Table 8-5 shows the fatigue lives obtained from the patch and control tests. The life here
is defined as the number of cycles required for the crack to grow from the starter length
(the length at which the patch was applied in the second case) until failure.
.Test
No patch

Cycles from patched crack length
50,000

Patch

110,000

Table 8-5: Crack lives obtained for patched and un-patched test pieces
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Therefore, it can be concluded that the composite patch has extended the fatigue life of
the cracked plate by a factor of 2.2.
8.5.2 Comparison with FE modelling
The aim of the patch is to slow the crack growth by reducing the stress intensity at the
crack tip. This stress intensity can be inferred for the fatigue test pieces using the Paris
law equation (Equation (2-1)).
8.5.3 Un-patched results comparison
Figure 8-5 compares the stress intensity factor inferred from the un-patched test with
that calculated using the FE model. As expected, the model is able to predict the stress
intensity factor in the uncracked plate quite accurately – the difference is around 7% of
the test result.
80
No patch result (inferred from test)
70

No patch analysis (equivalent load)

Stress intensity MPa m

0.5

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
20

40

60

80

100

120

Crack length mm

Figure 8-5: Stress intensity from un-patched fatigue simulation compared to that inferred from
control test

8.5.4 Patched result comparison
Figure 8-6 compare results for the more difficult problem of predicting the stress
intensity for a patched plate using the method described above. (The considerable
scatter in the experimental readings is due to the method of measurement.)
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Figure 8-6: Stress intensity from fatigue simulation compared to that inferred from patched test

The equivalent load method achieves reasonable accuracy over the region of the graph
in which the patch is applied; the difference is around 5-10%, with the range largely due
to the scatter in the test results. This accuracy would be acceptable for use in quick
calculations, feasibility studies or iterative design studies; in some applications it would
also be acceptable for a final life prediction.
8.5.5 Comparison of actual and predicted fatigue lives
Finally, it is of interest to compare the effect of these accuracies on the predicted fatigue
lives. This illustrates the usefulness of the analysis to the design of an actual patch
repair. Figure 8-7 presents the fatigue lives of the two test pieces, compared to the
predicted crack growth with and without a patch in place. The analysis predicts the life
of the crack to within 10%.
100
No patch (test)
90

Crack length mm

80
70

Patched (test)
No patch (equivalent load)
Patched (equivalent load)

60
50
patch applied

40
30
20
0.E+00

1.E+05

2.E+05

3.E+05

4.E+05

Number of cycles

Figure 8-7: Fatigue life of patched and un-patched specimens compared to life predictions
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Figure 8-8: Predicted crack shape superimposed on test piece

The accuracy of the crack shape prediction is shown by comparison with the fatigue test
crack surface in Figure 8-8. It can be seen that this method is able to predict the
experimental crack shape quite well.
8.5.6 Discussion
It can be seen from Table 8-5 that the composite patch repair extended the life of the
cracked plate by a factor of 2.2. In the case of a ship this is potentially long enough to
allow the structure to be repaired on a temporary basis whilst at sea, delaying costly and
disruptive permanent repairs until the next scheduled refit period.
In order to use a patch repair an assessment of the potential life extension is vital. The
FE modelling presented here demonstrates that the remaining life can be predicted. The
accuracy obtained using the equivalent load technique, without modelling the patch
directly, was surprisingly high. It may be that the design of the test piece analysed here
contributes to that accuracy; since the patch takes up the full width of the plate, it is
straightforward to calculate an equivalent load. If the patch were narrower than the
plate, as would probably be the case in a real repair, then the load regime would change
as the crack grew longer. It seems likely that this would reduce the accuracy of the
equivalent load method, although it would probably remain useful for design studies or
rapid assessments. A global shell element model might give guidance on the expected
stress fields. It might be necessary to model the patch and the adhesive using elastic
plastic material properties to obtain accurate results for a final assessment of a proposed
patch design.
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8.6

Conclusions on modelling of patch repairs

Many approaches to the modelling of composite patch repairs are found in the literature.
The approach adopted here is believed to be practical within an acceptable time frame
for use in assessment of a potential repair; this is due to both the simplification in
modelling the problem and in the improved computational efficiency when compared to
modelling the patch and bond line. The accuracy which was demonstrated was
acceptable, but it requires to be demonstrated whether this would hold in the case of a
repair to a ship detail rather than a finite test panel.
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CHAPTER 9 – STRUCTURAL REDUNDANCY
9.1

Issues of interest and relevant literature

A more complex case in the analysis of cracks in grillage structures is to consider cracks
which reach the stiffeners instead of being truncated in mid-bay. Particular issues of
interest are the effectiveness (or otherwise) of stiffeners as crack-stoppers, and the effect
of structural redundancy on crack growth in ship structures.
Some researchers (notably Sumi [62]) have argued that the effect of surrounding
(redundant) structure is to slow the crack growth, because as the crack grows the load is
transferred to the surroundings and the cracked member carries progressively lower
stress. However, others have argued that the load will instead be shed into the plate,
thereby causing the crack to grow faster [63]. These results have usually been obtained
from analytical studies of one stiffener and a small amount of plate.
The Ship Structure Committee performed a test on a plate with four longitudinal
stiffeners [64] with the crack starting in the centre. However, this was unsatisfactory in
a number of ways (no control test was performed and the end stiffeners were not
loaded); subsequent finite element analysis by Paton [65] showed that boundary effects
became apparent after the crack had crossed the first stiffener. Therefore, it is not clear
how relevant the result is to a large piece of structure such as a ship.
It is clearly of interest to establish which effect prevails in ship structures. This will be
done by using a large representative structure - the grillage which was earlier used to
assess misalignment – which avoids the difficulties arising when trying to interpret the
results from small models with artificial boundary conditions.
9.2

Plate crack growing across stiffeners

In order to perform this analysis a section of the grillage containing two longitudinal
stiffeners was modelled using solid elements. This is shown in Figure 9-1. The structure
was widened slightly so that the symmetry plane fell in mid-bay rather than at the
stiffener. As before, the load was applied using a prescribed displacement at one end
(see Figure 6-3).
A 50 mm long half-crack (100 mm total length) was inserted at the symmetry plane and
allowed to grow towards the first stiffener. On reaching the stiffener the crack was made
to branch, with one branch growing up the web and the other continuing into the deck
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plating beyond. The analysis was allowed to determine the relative growth rates of the
deck and web cracks. This procedure was repeated when the crack reached the second
stiffener, by which time the first stiffener was fully cracked.

Crack path

Figure 9-1: Symmetrical FE model used to analyse crack growth across stiffeners in grillage
structure

9.2.1 Stress distribution
Figure 9-2 shows the longitudinal stress distribution in the plate with no crack present.
It can be seen that the stress is lower adjacent to the stiffeners. The stress at the extreme
surface of the stiffener flange is also shown. For comparison, the stress in the reference
plate (without stiffeners) is plotted on the same graph, and can be seen to be slightly
lower than the stiffened plate. The difference arises because the stiffeners (in the case of
the stiffened model) are loaded with the same displacement as the plate.
The introduction of a crack causes the stress to be redistributed. There is a large peak in
the stress (theoretically infinite) at the crack tip; this has been cut off in Figure 9-3,
which shows the new stress distribution after the crack has reached the first stiffener.
Although the stiffener has not yet cracked, the stress which it carries has dropped
significantly. This stress has been shed into the surrounding structure: both the plate and
the second stiffener flange show an enhanced level of stress compared to Figure 9-2.
This might be expected to lead to increased crack growth rate in the plate, unless the
stiffener holds the crack shut.
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Figure 9-2: Longitudinal stress in plate and stiffener flanges with no crack present
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Figure 9-3: Longitudinal stress in plate with crack reached first stiffener

9.2.2 Rate of crack growth
A clearer picture is obtained by examining the crack growth. The main parameter of
interest is the change of K in the deck plating as the crack grows. This is presented in
Figure 9-4; the comparable analysis using an unstiffened plate is also shown. The same
data is presented in a normalised form as Y (the ratio of K stiffened to K unstiffened) in Figure
9-5.
As the crack approaches the stiffener, it enters a decreasing stress field and the stress
intensity falls, implying slower crack growth. However, once the stiffener begins to
crack (shown by the green lines in Figure 9-4) the stress intensity rises again;
eventually, it reaches a higher growth rate than that found before reaching the stiffener
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and about 5% higher than the unstiffened reference result. This is repeated at the second
stiffener, although no further enhancement to the normalised stress intensity is seen
after the second stiffener has cracked.
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Figure 9-4: Stress intensity factor for deck crack growing across successive stiffeners,
compared to unstiffened plate
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Figure 9-5: Normalised stress intensity factors for crack growth across two consecutive
stiffeners

The enhanced stress intensity after the first stiffener cracks compensates almost
completely for the reduction near the web-deck junction. This is shown by the overall
calculated fatigue crack propagation life in Figure 9-6. The first stiffener does reduce
the propagation time slightly; by the second stiffener, the crack is already growing so
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quickly that the temporary reduction in stress intensity makes very little difference.
Figure 9-7 presents this result in terms of typical service experience for an assumed
crack in a naval frigate. The overall extension to the crack propagation life as a result of
the stiffeners is of the order of two weeks. The conclusion from this study is that the
overall effect of the stiffeners as crack-stoppers is extremely small.
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Figure 9-6: Fatigue crack propagation life in terms of grillage fatigue cycles, compared to
unstiffened plate
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Figure 9-7: Fatigue crack propagation life expressed in terms of ship service

(It is worth noting that the effect on life would be more significant if the crack started in
the weld at the base of the stiffener, in the low K region, since the stress intensity would
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be so much smaller even before the reduction was taken into effect. Analysis confirmed
that in such a case Y develops in the same way as shown in Figure 9-5, with a value of
0.7 in the initial region and then increasing as the crack grows.)
Returning to the question posed in 9.1, as to whether stiffeners act to accelerate or retard
plate cracks, it is clear that the latter case is more applicable. This study suggests that
structural redundancy has an effect as the crack becomes longer. This is shown in
Figure 9-5: although there is an initial enhancement to the stress intensity as load is shed
from the stiffener into the deck, the increase is not large and no further enhancement is
seen at the second stiffener. This shows that, at the longer crack lengths, the shed load is
being carried by the surrounding structure rather than by the plating adjacent to the
crack. Therefore, although the overall the effect on fatigue life may be small, this study
does not support the view that surrounding stiffeners will accelerate the crack growth
rate. This is tested further in the next section.
9.3

Crack in stiffener (growing from flange)

9.3.1 Analyses
The conclusion that structural redundancy has a beneficial effect (albeit small) on crack
growth rates was tested further by analysing a crack growing from the top of a stiffener
flange, down the web and towards the deck. The grillage model was again used as a
basis for this analysis (Figure 9-8). The variation with of K with crack length is shown
in Figure 9-9: as the crack grows, the stress intensity rises initially, but then falls as the
surrounding structure picks up the load which can no longer be supported by the
cracked stiffener.

Crack tip

Figure 9-8: Crack growing down stiffener (detail from grillage model)
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This analysis was compared with a similar crack in a structure without redundancy: a
single stiffener was extracted from the grillage, along with the relevant section of plate,
and analysed in isolation. Symmetry constraints were used at the edges of the plate
section in order to avoid unwanted transverse bending effects. The development of K in
this structure is shown in Figure 9-10: it can be seen that K continues to increase as the
stiffener cracks – the lack of redundancy means that the cracked stiffener is unable to
shed load into the surrounding structure.
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Figure 9-9: K development as crack grows down stiffener in grillage
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Figure 9-10: K development as crack grows down single stiffener
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The two sets of K cannot be compared directly because the effect of crack growth on the
compliance of the structure is different between the two models. Since the load is
applied as a constant displacement, it reduces with the compliance and hence the
average remote stress in the model is different for a comparable crack. The difference is
illustrated in Table 9-1.
Section Area (mm2)

Model

Ratio
(cracked / uncracked)

Uncracked

Web fully cracked

Grillage

97500

95900

0.984

Single stiffener

6606

5000

0.757

Table 9-1: Effect of flange/web cracking on net section area

The actual applied stress was calculated using Equation (9-1):

s applied =

d applied
L

æ A
× E × çç cracked
è Auncracked

ö
÷÷
ø

Equation (9-1)

where L is the model length, d is the imposed displacement, E is the material Young's
modulus and A is the section area. This is shown graphically in Figure 9-11 below.
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Figure 9-11: Effect of crack growth on net section stress

In order to make a true comparison, the stress intensities depicted above were nondimensionalised using Equation (4-8) and the actual stress calculated for the reduced
section according to Equation (9-1). Figure 9-12 compares Y thus calculated for the two
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situations. The effect of the structural redundancy in the grillage model can be seen
clearly.
An alternative normalisation is shown in Figure 9-13; here, Y has been obtained by
normalising to the plate stress. This is a less intuitive parameter, but it is potentially
more useful for application to a ship; if a finite element model is not available, it may be
necessary to obtain the stress from the global bending moment and the distance from the
neutral axis of the ship. In such a situation, the deck stress is much easier to calculate.
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Figure 9-12: Comparison of Y for two models, normalised to stress in stiffener
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Figure 9-13: Comparison of Y for two models, normalised to stress in deck
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1.20

9.3.2 Comparison with standard solutions
Standard solutions for an edge cracked plate (e.g. [66]; generally agree that Y has a
value of 1.1 when a is small relative to the plate width. It was initially expected that this
analysis would show a similar trend, with the stiffener web corresponding to the plane
of the plate in the standard solution. It can be seen from Figure 9-13 that this is clearly
not the case – Y calculated for the stiffener is much higher.
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Figure 9-14: Comparison with standard solution

The comparison was tested by removing the flange and plate, shortening the model and
re-running the analysis. This truncated model unequivocally represents an edge-cracked
plate. The results are compared with the standard solution in Figure 9-14. It can be seen
that the comparison is good.
An alternative standard solution is given in [67]. This solution considers an edge
cracked plate in which the load is applied in the plane of the cracked edge. Figure 9-15
compares this solution, showing two different ratios of depth to length, with the
standard edge-cracked plate; the results obtained in this study, with and without the
flange, are shown for comparison. Y is shown to have much higher values – exceeding
10.0 for longer cracks in some geometries, and tending to higher values as the ratio of
depth to length reduces. It is argued here that point loading along the cracked edge is
analogous to the load delivered through the flange of the stiffener models analysed
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above – 51% of the total load applied to the uncracked flange/web section is delivered
through the flange. This would explain the higher Y values presented in Figure 9-13.
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Figure 9-15: Comparison of textbook solutions for edge-cracked plate with results in various
load configurations; b denotes web depth and h the web length

Figure 9-14 gives confidence in the validity of the analysis presented above. The
discussion also illustrates the difficulty of choosing an appropriate standard solution for
a crack in a ship detail, and the level of judgement which requires to be exercised. This
explains the choice of finite element analysis as the most appropriate means of
delivering relevant solutions for assessing cracks in ships.
9.4

Discussion of structural redundancy effects

This set of analyses has shown that the redundancy inherent in ship structures acts to
retard crack growth at long crack lengths. The load carried by a stiffener is shed into the
plate as the stiffener cracks, and is subsequently picked up by the surrounding structure.
For a crack growing down a stiffener, this means that the crack does not accelerate as
quickly as might have been expected from a small-scale study or as some of the
literature would suggest. For a crack in a plate, this leads to an initially enhanced crack
growth rate beyond the first stiffener, due to the local effect of the shed stress, but the
redundancy of the structure prevents further enhancement as more of the net section is
lost.
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Aside from their contribution to the redundancy of the structure, the ability of stiffeners
placed across the crack path to act as crack stoppers has been shown to be modest.
Crack growth is retarded locally where the plate is supported by the stiffener and carries
little stress, but the effect is lost as the stiffener cracks and the overall effect on the
crack growth rate is small. This casts doubt on the common view that stiffeners act as
crack stoppers. The implication is that, if fatigue crack stoppers are required, they
should be designed to minimise the chances of the crack propagating into a stiffener –
perhaps by using a fastened rather than welded joint or by placing frequent mouseholes
along the length.
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CHAPTER 10 – CONCLUSIONS, RESEARCH APPLICATION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
10.1 Overview
This thesis has discussed the prediction of the growth of cracks in ship details. When a
crack is discovered, often by chance, a safety assessment must be made. However,
cracks in ships are often difficult to define, are generally long and fully through
thickness, and are characterised by out-of-plane bending loads, complex load paths and
complicated local structure. This means that predictions made using general-purpose
standards and codes may not be appropriate.
A method for calculating stress intensity factors in such details using finite element
analysis, including detailed modelling of the shape of the crack front, has been
identified, investigated and refined. It was shown that solid local models are required to
represent adequately the features common to ship structures. This method was found to
be the best way to analyse the features characteristic of cracks in ships. Comparisons
with test results on welded steel plates of the appropriate grade were shown to give
excellent predictions of the observed crack growth rates. This is considered to validate
the chosen analysis approach.
10.2 Cracks with bending and misalignment
The refined and validated method has been applied to the analysis of a series of
problems typical of cracks in ship details. In each case the aim was to derive rules
which would provide useful guidance for ship operators making assessments. The first
three addressed the issue of out-of-plane bending by considering three cases of
increasing complexity:
·

centre-cracked panel under out-of-plane bending (analogous to a deck
crack);

·

panel containing misalignment typical of a welded joint;

·

panel in a grillage structure containing imperfections.

It has been shown that the assessment of long cracks in such geometries requires a more
sophisticated treatment than that conventionally used for surface cracks or for fatigue
crack initiation. The growth of a long crack is largely driven by the membrane stress,
and hence the influence of bending stress on the crack growth rate is much smaller in
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such a case than with crack initiation or very short cracks. Analysis is presented which
demonstrates the transition from short-crack to long-crack behaviour, showing
acceptable agreement with published short-crack solutions and demonstrating that the
technique used in this work is not restricted to long cracks. It is concluded that the
fatigue crack growth rate of a through thickness crack will always exceed that of a
surface breaking crack with the same surface length.
Correction factors have been derived to give a more accurate assessment of the
behaviour of long cracks when bending or misalignment is present. A simple procedure
has been developed in which these factors are used to account for the misalignment by
enhancing the stress intensity calculated for a crack in a flat plate.
The first step is to calculate the percentage bending stress (compared to the nominal
membrane tension stress) which is generated by the misalignment with no crack present.
Simple formulae have been proposed in the literature for calculating the percentage
bending stress at a misaligned joint; but it was found that applying these formulae to
acceptable levels of misalignment leads to a very large predicted percentage bending
stress. Extensive analysis of a large grillage suggests that the actual bending stress in a
ship would be very much less. The main reason for this is thought to be that the
misalignment in the grillage (as in a ship) consists of inter-frame dishing in which the
edges of the panel are supported.
Consequently, it is proposed that the assessment of cracks in misaligned ship structure
should use the correction factors presented in this work, together with the bending stress
generated by a global analysis on crack free plating containing the observed
misalignment.
10.3 Cracks around stiffeners
Considerable effort was devoted to studying cracks in plate/stiffener grillages, a
common feature of ship construction. It was shown that the redundancy inherent in ship
structures acts to retard crack growth at long crack lengths; the load in the cracked
member is picked up by the surrounding structure, and the crack tip therefore
experiences a reducing stress field. This means that cracks may not grow as quickly as
might have been expected from a small-scale study, in which it is difficult to represent
the load shedding behaviour accurately.
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The ability of stiffeners placed across the crack path to act as crack stoppers has been
shown to be modest; results have been presented which suggest that crack growth is
only retarded for a short period of growth, or where the stiffener remains uncracked.
Once the stiffener begins to crack then its ability to restrain crack growth in the plate is
rapidly reduced.
10.4 Cracks under composite patches
The analysis techniques presented in this work have been extended to the study of
cracks repaired using composite patches. It is shown that it is possible to analyse such
repairs using an equivalent load technique, and to obtain very good predictions of crack
growth rates and fatigue life. This analysis capability is considered to be very important
for the safe design of composite patch repairs.
10.5 Applications
The analysis method identified in this work has been demonstrated for a number of
details relevant to ship structures. It remains to be considered whether this method could
be used routinely to assess cracks at specific ship details.
It is suggested that finite element analysis of ship details could assist the assessment of
cracks in ships in two ways:
1. by developing general guidance, in the form of correction factors and look-up
tables, for reference by surveyors or engineers who require to make rapid
assessments.
2. by performing detailed analysis of specific details which are known to be
problematic with the aim of developing management plans or guidance for
remedial work.
The work which has been presented here for misalignment and for cracks interacting
with stiffeners demonstrates that the method developed here is suitable for meeting the
first objective. Further correction factors could be derived in the same way and used for
guidance in making quick assessments. Application to the second objective has not been
demonstrated; however, the analysis which was performed using the grillage structure
shows that this method is suited to embedding detailed solid models in a large structure
which provides boundary conditions for the analysis. It is not unreasonable to consider
such a detail embedded in a finite element model of a ship hull, which could potentially
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provide a very accurate prediction of the future growth of fatigue cracks at selected
locations in that ship. Although the construction of such a model was beyond the scope
of this research, it is considered that sufficient work has been performed to demonstrate
the practicality of the approach.
It is considered that these analyses demonstrate that the method used in this work could
be exploited to develop a range of reference solutions for typical ship details. It is also
practical for making detailed and accurate predictions in specific situations, for instance
if a safety case is required for a problematic crack.
10.6 Further work
It would be valuable to apply the analysis method demonstrated in this thesis to further
typical ship details. This would extend the set of reference solutions available to
engineers and ship operators.
Further research effort could usefully be directed towards the meshing of crack profiles
with extreme curvature, as was discussed in section 5.2.
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APPENDIX A - MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Unless otherwise stated, the work described here assumed the following material
properties:
·

Structures are assumed to be made from mild steel throughout, with
Young’s modulus 207 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.33.

·

Crack growth predictions assumed the Paris law constants proposed by
Yazdani and Albrecht [20]: constant C = 1.537x10-9, for K in MPaÖm,
da/dN in mm/cycle and exponent n = 3.34.
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